Call now on 0208 566 1120 or see our web site for more details

Ian Specials at ML&S
The 1C-756PRO contains new and improved features of great interest to
serious HF operators and DX enthusiasts.
•

IC•756PRO

•

11F+50MHz,
32bit DSP transceiver

•
•

32-bit, Floating-point, IF DSP - this refined level •
of processing improves noise reduction and
provides auto-notch functions.
5-inch ITT Colour LCD - a first in a HF
transceiver! This LCD provides a wider viewing
angle and increased level of information, without
cluttering the display area. The following
information can be displayed:.
Dual frequency display
Memory frequency & memory name

ML&S SPECIAL PRICE

£1949

ALSO AVAILABLE ON FINANCE WITH NO
DEPOSIT AND 36 PAYMENTS OF £ 72. 44.

IF filter bandwidth
RTTY tuning indicator and received characters

•
•

Real-time spectrum scope
Voice memory/CW memory keyercontents

•

Digital Voice Memory - 4 channels are
assigned for transmit and 4 for receive, with up
to 75 seconds recording in each.

APR 21.9%

IC. NOON

Save a massive £210!

Real-time Spectrum Scope

•

..:25kHz,t5OkHz, .100kHz.

£339

ALSO AVAILABLE ON FINANCE WITH NO
DEPOSIT AND 24 PAYMENTS OF

-sel ctable swe p ranges, ±125kHz,
Dual-watch - receive two signals on
the same frequency band
simultaneously. Monitor a DX station
while operating on another frequency!
AGC Loop Operation- IF litter and
notch circuits are included in the DSP
loop, giving a wider dynamic range.
Digital IF Filter - with 51 selectable
bandwidths. To operate in PSK31 and
other digital modes, it is possible to set
the bandwidth for the SSB filter to 50Hz.

•

Low Distortion, RF-type, Speech
Compressor - with selectable transmit
bandwidths of 2.0kHz, 2.6kHz, and
2.9kHz.

•

Built-in MTV demodulator/dualpeak APF - an RTTY demodulator and
decoder circuit is built-in. Two peak
frequencies can be selected by setting
the shift width for R7TY operation.
Received data is shown on the LCD.
The IC°n1 PI"
n for the
The ultimate companio
IC-75 6 PRO
Ring for latest price.

8_ 63.

MARTIN LYNCH & SONS

140.142 NORTHFIELD AVENUE, EALING,
LONDON W13 958
sales@MLandS.co.uk
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IC-2800 is a pretty cool piece of kit.
The build quality for one is in a
different class to the rest and
employed at home
or in the car, its
doubtful if we will
ever sell you another
dual bander. (that's pretty
tough on us).

■ FAX: 0208 • 566 1207 ■ WEB SITE: WWW. www.hamradioa.uk
hum.4.0 c...h,,A,,,r,..„..,.44..d"Ath

Issue

Even ignoring the large easy to read colour TFT screen, the

ML&S SPECIAL PRICE

APR 21.9%

-digtalynarowsthepas -bandwidth
at the DSP to efficiently eliminate
interfering signals. Operating the PBT
within the DSP allows sharper, superior
pass-band width characteristics.

•

•
•
•
•

Digital Twin-Pass Band Tuning

is an authorised dealer and has workshops on-site, inspected and certified by Scorn. U.K.
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ur 'unique' EHEQUESPREAD scheme to pa y over
or 6 months INTEREST FREE!
into 3 equal payments.
•
• Simply divide the price (including carriage)
• Write 3 cheques dated in consecutive months starting with today's date.
• Write your telephone number, cheque card No & expiry date on the back of each cheque.
-44
Post them to us, enclosing your name & address & we will (subject to status) send your goods immediately.
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Kenwooes TS-870S gives you something called an Intelligent Digital Enhanced
Communications System.
Or to put it another way: you can talk to someone halfway round the world and it'll
feel like they're in the room with you.
if you've never tried a digital HF transceiver before, you won't believe just how well
the TS-870S can find a signal that's almost buried in noise. And because its made

by Kenwood, reliability can be taken for granted, too.
Features? High frequency DSP for post-IF signal processing, high-speed PC control,
automatic antenna tuner, a built-in K1 LogiKey for a full range of CW operations
features, 100 memory channels...and that's just a taste. Your nearest dealer has the full
specification.
Best of all, the TS-870S gives you all this at a price that's amazing value_ So you can
talk to the world without getting any interference. Even from your bank manager.
For more information on the TS-870S phone 01923 212044.

KEN\e✓00

YAE SU
NEW QUADRA SYSTEM AMPLIFIER
HF/6M AMPLIFIER
With Matching VP-1000 Power Supply
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Yaesu is proud to announce the new QUADRA SYSTEM H.F.+ 6-Meter Amplifier.
This new Amplifier is in a class by itself with state-of-the-art features such as a
full 1KW power output, Multi-Function Omni-Glow LCD Display, 4 Antenna Outputs
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and 2 Antenna Inputs. This new QUADRA SYSTEM Amplifier is designed to match and
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These exciting new Amplifiers are now available through your authorised
Yaesu Dealers.

FEATURES
•

1000 WATTS POWER OUTPUT @ 220 VAC (500 WATTS ON 6-METERS)

•

TX Range: 160 — 10 / 6 Meter Amateur Bands

SWL NEWS

36

QRZ CONTEST

37

•

Large Dot-Matrix LCD Display Features The World's First Panoramic SWR Monitor

•

Automatic System Monitoring with VSWR Protection

WRTC 2000 STRATEGY AND RESULTS

42

•

Ultra High Speed Antenna Tuner w/ Multi-Band Memory

CN8WW — THE BAVARIAN CONTEST CLUB IN MOROCCO

48

•

Power Supply and Amplifier are Separate for easier installations

•

8 x MRF150 Power MOS FET

•

2 Input and 4 Output Antenna Jacks for Versatile Operation

•

Direct Air Flow Cooling System for Efficient Dissipation of Heat

•

Automatic Bandswitching w/ FT-1000D, FT-1000MP, FT-920,
FT-990, FT-900C/AT

•

Size: (each) 410 W x 135 H x 410 D mm \(16 1/4" W x 5 3/8" H x 16 1/4" D)

•

Weight:VL-1000 Amp = 15 kg, VP-1000 Power Supply= 12 kg

•

Optional Mounting rack avaiable to combine the VL-1000 and the VP-1000

Please note VL-1000 and VP-1000 are not sold separately.

"YAM SU
Yaesu UK Ltd, Unit 12 Sun Valley Business Park, Winnall Close, Winchester,
Hampshire 5023 OLB. Telephone: 01962 866667 Facsimile: 01962 856801.
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Feeders, cable, connectors
RG213 Mil spec
(/m)
RG58stranded core(/m)

G3TUX
Co.

01428 661501 g3tux(diaol.com

RG174 miniature (/m)
450 ohm slotted twin
300 ohm slotted twin
75 ohm twin (400Watts)
16swg H/D copper (/m)
Polyprop egg insulator
Ribbed poly. Insulator
Dipole centre box
Dipole centre "T" piece
PL259 for RG213
PL259/6 for RG58
S0239 in line socket
BNC 50ohm plug RG58
N plug 50ohm RG213

PO Box 88,
Haslemere, GU27 2RF
Keys and Keyers

R A Kent

∎

Pump kit
Pump assembled
KT1 "pro" pump
Twin paddle kit

"
" assembled
Single paddle kit
"
" assembled
EK4 iambic keyer
EK4M memo keyer
EK4 memory upgrade
Iambic keyer kit
Touch twin keyer kit

£43.50
£56.50
£65.50
£56.50
£69.50
£48.50
£59.50
£47.50
£73.50
£29.50

n. Ang led

£15.00

N plug 50ohm RG58
PL259/PL259 I m lead

£27.90

Swedish Pump Key
Pederson DK1000

(Ns and BNC have captive pins-mostly
Greenpar Macom)
8 pin mic plug
£1.50
8 pin mic line receptacle
£2.50
8 pin mic lm extn. lead
£8.50
RJ45 plug
£0.25
RJ45 plug (CAT 5)
£0.50
2.5mm mono jack plug
£0.20
3.5mm mono jack plug
£0.25
3.5mm stereo j. plug
£0.60
3.5mm stereo scmd jp
£0.85
1/4" mono jack plug
£0.65
'A" stereo jack plug
£0.75
'A" mono scmd j. plug
£0.95
'A" stereo scmd j. plug
£1.25
Adaptor'" to 3.5 stereo
£0.95
Adaptor 3.5 to V.s" stereo
£0.95
Adaptor 1/4" to phone
£1.25
Combiner 2x 3.5 to 3.5
£1.40
Combiner 2x 'A" to 'A"
£1.50
Combiner 2x 3.5 to' "
£1.50
(combiners/adaptors are stereo)
lm key/paddle leads 2+screen
-3.5mm screened plug
£3.50
-1/4" screened plug
£3.75
Red/Black twin power cables
8 Amp £0.35 20Amp
£0.55/m
VAT included - P&P extra

£99.95

Bencher
BY1 twin (black base)
BY2 twin (chrome)
ST1 single (black)
ST2 single (chrome)

£79.95
£89.95
£79.95
£89.95

Logikey

K3 keyer
Superkeyer 3 kit

£129.95
£59.95

Samson
ETM SQ twin paddle
ETM9C X3 keyer - with built
in paddles
ETM9C X3 fitted with Schurr
Paddles
ETM9COG X3 keyer without
Paddles

£0.75
£0.35
£0.40
£0.70
£0.65
£0.30
£0.25
£0.60
£0.75
£3.25
£3.00
£0.65
£0.65
£1.95
£1.50
£1.95
£2.50
£1.95
£3.50

£39.95
£129.95
£199.95
£109.95

NB Samson ETM9 keyers use the SK3 chip

Schurr
Profi twin paddle
£129.95
Portabel "midi" twin
£119.95
Twin mechanism without
Base
£74.95
Twin mechanism for ETM
Keyers (ETM5 on)
£79.95
Pump mahogany base
£139.95
Spares for keys stocked and repairs undertaken
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CDXC GOODS

CLUB NEWS AND VIEWS
EDITORIAL

The following CDXC goods are available from the Secretary.

PAPERWEIGHT
This is a square marble effect paperweight, fitted on the front face with an enamel
CDXC logo. As this item is heavy it is not available mail order, but can be purchased at
the various functions, e.g. RSGB HF Convention, CDXC AGM, etc.

KEY FOB
This is an imitation black leather fob fitted with an enamel CDXC logo.

RUBBER STAMP
This is a rubber hand-stamp with the CDXC logo. Use for all your amateur radio
correspondence.

REPLACEMENT MEMBERSHIP BADGE
Replacement membership badges can be provided on request in the event of loss or
change of call sign. As the engraving of badges is normally undertaken in batches,
delivery may extend to a number of weeks.
PRICING

Paperweight:
Key Fob:
Rubber Stamp:

£2.50
£1.50
£6.00

Replacement Badge: £2.50

not available mail order
including post/packing to UK
including post/packing to UK
including post/packing to UK

PAYMENT
Cheques and Postal Orders should be made payable to CDXC and drawn on a UK
bank. No foreign cheques please. Send your payment to:
Shaun Jarvis MOBJL
11 Charnwood Way,
Langley,
Southampton,
Hants SO45 1ZL
UK
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Don Field, G3XTT

Another Digest deadline! It seems that, no
sooner have I put one issue to bed, than it's
time to get the bulk of the next one together.
Anyway, one of the contributors to the time
having flown is that there have been a few
nice DXpeditions to keep us interested.
Tromelin was undoubtedly the most
significant, and worked from the UK on 9bands, though Topband proved a tough nut
to crack and I, for one, didn't make it.
We also have some big ones coming up over
the next couple of months. ZD9ZM by our
own Bob G3ZEM, another big A5 effort,
this time by the "other" CDXC, i.e. the
Clipperton DX Club. Then Agalega and
KH5 during October. Plus plenty more,
including some rare IOTA ones (look out
for Ken G3OCA's latest, as TROA/P,
another new one).
I recall, some years back, a few of the early
members of CDXC claiming to have lost
interest in amateur radio when they had
reached honor roll, on the basis of there
being nothing left to do. I've never been
able to relate to that way of thinking. There
are always new band countries left to work
(especially on the "hard" bands such as 160,
and even 136kHz), new IOTA counters (and
we can no longer pretend that IOTA is a
niche interest — it's huge!), 6m, RTTY and
so on. And, personally, I'd still like to find
time to play on the microwave bands, maybe
even try some satellite and ATV, etc. (yes, I
know, I should go and wash my mouth out
after saying such things ...). I still find so
many fascinating aspects of this hobby, that
it continues to absorb me 32 years after
getting my licence (and I haven't even
mentioned that each new contest is like
starting all over again, or that going on
DXpeditions add a whole new dimension,

not only for the radio but for the social side
and the friendships which they foster). I
might also add that, as anno domini plays its
part (takes its toll?), a certain amount of
nostalgia also starts to creep in. I've seen
even the most hardened DXers starting to
collect and restore old HROs, etc!
Nostalgia

And, while on the subject of nostalgia, I am
still looking for your personal stories,
recollections, biographies, whatever. Indeed,
anything which you are prepared to share in
public (!) which will enable fellow members
to get to know you better, and which we
might all find of interest. Do write
something, long or short, and pass it along,
perhaps with some suitable photos (in short
socks at your first NFD, perhaps!).
Also apropos how things used to be, and
where our hobby is going, I commend to
you the Letter of the Month in September
RadCom. Definitely one to get us all
thinking, I believe.
Meanwhile, this issue will give one of you
the chance to make a huge step forward in
your HF activities. Replace your Butternut
vertical with G3NUG's surplus-torequirements TH-11 and notice the
difference (your xyl will treat you with new
respect, for example!). But, seriously, I am
always happy to run members' ads free of
charge in this way, so that you can give
fellow CDXC members first chance to buy
your surplus gear. Commercial ads are
charged for, and contribute to CDXC funds;
do support the advertisers and mention
CDXC when you buy from them.
Finally, I have a dearth of "Nice to Know"
snippets this time. If you see anything
(background info, useful Web sites, etc.)
that you think may be of interest to fellow
members, then please pass them on.
73 Don G3XTT

CHAIRMAN'S CHAT
Neville Cheadle, G3NUG

Judging by the thank-you notes and
messages everyone seems to have had a
good time at the Summer Social on 1 July
here at Further Felden. Although the
weather was poor to start with, the sun came
out at 2.03pm, slightly behind schedule and
it remained dry for the rest of the afternoon.
It was great to have so many members and
guests present, a record number.
We raised £370 in the raffle. This is
equivalent to the 'free' or uncommitted
income generated by around 60 new
members in a single year. Our thanks to Bob
Ives G3MSL of Yaesu UK, to Mike G3SED
of Nevada, to Steve G4JVG of the RSGB
and to several members for the raffle prizes.
Let's remember those who support the club
with raffle prizes and advertising when we
are in the market place. Thanks too to
Marcia, Mike's XYL, for selling raffle
tickets and for coming up with the idea of a
raffle for the ladies.
Bob G3MSL brought up the new FT1000MP Mark-V. This was the first time
that this new radio has been demonstrated in
the UK. It proved to be very popular and
several commented on the effectiveness of
the new filter arrangements.
Our thanks too to Mark Mann, David
GOHXN's son, who did a great job with the
catering and cooked numerous bangers and
burgers. Well done, Mark — your efforts
were really appreciated.

My thanks to the committee for their
support for the past year. Thanks too to Don
G3OZF who has stood down from the
committee after several years as President.
Don has been a great President, always
providing constructive and valuable advice.
The following have agreed to be officers for
the next year:
Awards Manager
Ian GOKRL
Contest Co-ordinator
Paul GOWAT
Web Master
Alan G3PMR
Our thanks to Bill G3CAQ, Don G3XTT
and Barry G4RKO who have carried these
three roles for the last year or so.
Japanese HamFair

I have spent the past few days in Japan
including two days at the HamFair in
Yokohama. This is a real contrast to the
typical UK fairs. There were lots of young
people and very large numbers. I was the
only visitor from Europe and everyone made
me feel very welcome. People who I had
never met before, either in person or on the
air, came up to say "Welcome to Japan".
CDXC members Taizo JA3AER, Yoichi
JP1NWZ and Kazu JA1RJU made me feel
particularly welcome as did the IOTA team
of Jim JA9IFF/1, Kouji JQ1HBT and Taka
JA3IST. The Yaesu team were, as ever, very
supportive too. I noticed two new products
on the Yaesu stand, a 6 metre 200 watt
transverter for the MP Mark-V and a new
low power HFNHF portable, the FT-817.
There was tremendous interest in the MP
Mark-V and in these two new products.
ICOM were promoting the IC-756 PRO
very strongly as were Kenwood with their
new HF to UHF all-band transceiver. I
gather this will be available in Japan by the
end of the year.
I find Japan a wonderful place to visit.
There is such bustle and enthusiasm, visitors

AGM

The AGM passed smoothly. This year has
seen a significant change in our committee
membership. We have two new members,
John G3LAS and Shaun MOBJL who
becomes Secretary. Bob G3PJT stood down
as Treasurer and becomes President. Barry
G4RKO takes over as Treasurer, having
previously been Secretary. It's great to have
some continuity on the committee as well as
some new blood.
4

How to fill in the Standing Order form.

1.The form should be addressed to (To) your bank and branch.
2. Write your CALLSIGN in the 'Quoting Reference' box. This is very important
as it is the way your subscription is identified in the CDXC bank statements.
3. Enter the current subscription applicable (£12 or £17) in the 'Amount in
figures' and 'Amount in words' boxes.
4. Enter the same subscription in the 'Amount of first payment'
5. Enter your account details in the 'Name of account to be debited' box and your
account number in the 'Account number' box.
6. Complete the bottom part of the form with your name, address, date and don't
forget to sign it.
7. THE COMPLETED FORM SHOULD BE SENT TO YOUR BANK BRANCH
WHICH LOOKS AFTER YOUR ACCOUNT.
8. It helps the Treasurer if you also tell him that you intend to pay by Standing
Order in future.
9. Check your bank statements after the first payment should have been made that
your bank are executing the order correctly.
10.Thank you for helping CDXC by paying your subscription by standing order.
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are made to feel so welcome, everywhere is
very clean and the trains run to time - you
can set your watch by them. But, it is
expensive, with beers at £3 to £6 a go and a
typical, but simple, meal costing £25 to £35.
I was invited to three parties. There was an
"Eyeball QSO" party attended by the
organisers, senior company representatives
and their guests, an IOTA evening and a
get-together of the JANET and JAIG
groups. These are respectively groups of
Japanese English-speaking amateurs and
Japanese amateurs who have been in
Germany.

• Girobank
IANICIMG

sennar v

kliJAPOCE LEICESTER

Standing Order
PLEASE USE THIS FORM FOR STANDING ORDERS FROM AN ACCOUNT AT ANOTHER BANK
IF YOU WISH TO SET UP YOUR STANDING ORDER FROM A GIROBANK CURRENT ACCOUNT
PLEASE USE THE FORM OVERLEAF

Bank :

To

Branch
Please pay

Sortin Code Number

Branch title (not address)

Bank

GIROBANK PLC

jC

7 2 - 0 0 -

fi BOOTLE

IOTA is really thriving in Japan. There has
been a huge amount of DXpeditioning
activity this year and the leading magazine
CQ Ham Radio, with a circulation of over
70,000, now has four IOTA pages in full
colour. I took just five copies of our new
book "DXpeditioning Behind the Scenes"
and sold these within the first two hours.
Fortunately I had some order forms!

Forth. Credit of

Beneficiary's Name

CD XC

Quoting Reference

Account Number'

59 7
_ 6 2 8 8 0 7

The sum of
Amount in figures

Commendng
Date of first payment

Amount in words

and thereafter every
Amount of first payment

1st July
Until further notice in writing or

Due date and frequency
1st July

Date of last payment

annually

Every time I visit Japan I resolve to go for a
longer holiday particularly in the Spring or
Autumn when the humidity is low. This was
the first time that I had visited Yokohama —
it's a great city with lots to see, a newly
developed harbour area and many museums
including an excellent nautical museum. My
thanks again to all at Yaesu, to Taizo-san,
Yoichi-san, Kazu-san, Jim-san, Kouji-san
and Taka-san for their hospitality.

and debit my/our account accordingly

Account number

Name of account to be debited

I_

1

L_______,

THIS REPLACES MY/OUR PREVIOUS STANDING ORDER FOR T7-iF TRANSFER
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There was an enormous contrast between
the Japanese HamFair and the
Friedrichshafen Hamvention.
Friedrichshafen recently moved to a
Thursday, Friday and Saturday and, as last
year, Thursday was very quiet. I gather the
organisers now realise that they made a bad
mistake and the convention will be moved
back to Friday, Saturday and Sunday next
year. There were fewer stands than in
previous years, the gaps being filled with
catering, seating areas and pot plants!
Friday and Saturday were busier. Kaz

Naguro of Yaesu Germany kindly allowed
us to sell the new book on the Yaesu stand
and we sold over 30 copies. Mike and I set
up distribution arrangements in Germany,
Greece and Australia. The flea market, a
particular feature of Friedrichshafen, was
very busy although there were more empty
tables than in previous years. I joined the
FOC gang one evening for an informal
dinner. It was a super evening and great to
see everyone communicating so well using
the voice mode!
Marketing Drive
Our June marketing drive involved writing
to 350 potential members all of whom
received a back copy of the Digest and a
prospectus. To date, over 40 new members
have joined, a satisfactory result so far, with
the likelihood that there will be another 15
to 20 further joiners in the next few months.
We have now broken the "500 barrier", an
appropriate achievement in the Millennium.
Welcome to the many new members whose
details are shown later in this Digest.
Welcome to one of the very few amateur
radio organisations in the UK that is really
growing and thriving.

Conventions
Our own HF Convention will soon be upon
us and for the first time for many years
Yours Truly will not be the Chairman.
Hopefully, a detailed programme will be
included with this Digest. CDXC will be
there as usual and will be organising the
station — thanks to John G3LAS for this. We
need support on the CDXC stand. Could
volunteers please contact Shaun MOBIL,
our new Secretary.
At the Japanese HamFair I was given a
number of brochures on the Seanet 2000
Convention, 17-19 November 2000 at
Pattaya, Thailand. This is a very popular
event and Ray G3NOM is deeply involved.
If anyone would like a brochure please get
in touch with me.

beam was not affected at all.
Of course, the TH-11 is no slouch. It has
performed very well for over six years and
has worked all the DX going. Almost
certainly, it's the best 5-band antenna
around. But inevitably, full-sized
monobanders will always outperform
trapped antennas and will have a cleaner
pattern and better F/B ratios.
The radials for the 80m four-square are
complete, 60 per vertical and lots of
backache! The four verticals will be fullsized Titanex verticals and will be the model
for the 80m antenna to be used on our major
February 2001 DXpedition to be announced
shortly.
So the antenna work here is almost
complete. What am I going to do next!
That's all for now. See you at the
convention at Windsor and please don't
forget to renew your subs as soon as
possible. This is the last Digest we send to
those who have not renewed.

NUG's Antenna Farm

Both the Force 12 antennas, the C-31 XR
and N1217, are up and working well. The
N 1217 has four full-sized elements on 12m
and three on 17m. For about one month I
made a number of comparative tests with
the TH-11, both antennas being at 100 feet.
There was nothing in it. The TH-11 was
then replaced by the C-31 XR and, from
what I can judge, the C-31 XR is slightly
better on 20m, about one 'S' point better on
15m and two 'S' points better on 10m so
`NUG is very happy. The C-31 XR has 3
full sized elements on 20m, 4 on 15m and 7
on 10m, a total of 14 elements, all interlaced
on a 31 foot boom.
I first installed the N1217 12 feet above my
40m beam with the two booms parallel. I
could find no resonance spot on the N1217
at all. Mike G3SED of Nevada, who
supplied the beam, suggested turning it
through 90 degrees so that the two booms
were perpendicular. This solved the problem
— the SWR curves are perfect. The 40m

ego

THE UK DX FOUNDATION
Secretary: Shaun Jarvis MOBJL
11 Chamwood Way, Langley,
Southampton, Hants SO45 1ZL
Tel: 01703 893391
e-mail: mObjl@btintemet.com
APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP

Name in full'

Other callsigns'

Current callsign .
Address'

Country'

Post code .

Telephone-

E-mail .
First name or "ON-AIR" name (for your CDXC badge):

Presidents Patter
Bob Whelan G3PJT

people seem to send files to each other
rather than chat through the keyboard. Mind
you many CW/SSB rubber stamp QSOs feel
as if you are talking to a computer too.
I have been having all sorts of problems
with the antennas here, due in part to
corrosion on the driven elements of the
TH5. Funny it's only the driven elements,
must be something to do with the RF
currents, and maybe that the swaged ends of
the traps are a bit tight on clearance over the
tips. The hacksaw seemed to be the only
way to get the elements apart. The corrosion
pattern is from the outside in, nothing
noteworthy in that, but the clamp evidently
distorts the slitted tube slightly, allowing
linear penetration of moisture and other rank
odours. All of which says that a turn or two
of self-amalgamating tape over the whole
thing would help keep it clean. Though

This is the first of an occasional series of
pieces from the pen of the President. Now I
realise you all think the President of the
CDXC should know his place and keep in
the background except for the odd occasion
when he is wheeled(!) out to wave to the
expectant crowds or bless an intrepid team
of DXpeditioners, but perhaps from time to
time I can offer a few words of interest. I
thought this time I would talk about good
radio housekeeping.
I have been having a play with the Digipan
programme for PSK31 and I have to say
what an impressive piece of free software it
is. PSK31 seems to me to an ideal mode for
the amateur who can only run low power
with limited antennas. 20 watts to the R5
produced QSOs all over the place. Activity
seems to be concentrated around 14070,
21070 and 28120. Unfortunately most
6

Proposer .

Callsign.

Seconder

Total DXCC countries worked/heard (100 minimum)
(Cheques must be drawn on a UK bank).

Fee enclosed (see over)'

I hereby agree to my membership details being held on computer and published in the
Membership List for regular circulation to other members. I agree to my E-mail
address being published on the CDXC WWW page (http://www.CDXC.org.uk ).

CDXC

Date'

Signed'

PLEASE DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE
Mailing list updated
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E-mail list updated
Badge sent

Subscription received
Welcome letter sent
Newsletter note
Database updated
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CQWWDX-CW (claimed):
BAND

QSO

PTS

P/Q

Zones

CTYS

OPs

160

1720

5139

2.99

23

99

DL8WPX

80

3298

9864

2.99

36

123

DK2OY, DK8LV

40

4420

13220

2.99

40

141

DL3DXX, DL3NCI

20

4898

14643

2.99

40

160

DL2MEH, S51TA, DJ2QV

15

4383

13088

2.99

40

160

DK91P, DK1BT

10

4650

13892

2.99

40

161

DL6FBL, DL6LAU

All

23369

69846

2.99

219

844

74,246,298

(DX Calendar, continued from p.35)

21/09-26/09 MORAA/VP9: Bermuda (NA-005) by JH6RTO
22/09-26/09 TROA/P: Mandji Island (AF-???) by G3OCA and G4CWD
23/09-25/09 JI3DST/8: Okushiri Island (AS-147)
23/09-24/09 CQ/RJ WW DX Contest (RITY)
24/09-29/09 VP5/K5YG: Providenciales (NA-002)
26/09-03/10 A35AD and A35AU: Tonga by YT1AD and Z32AU
30/09-07/10 GBOSM: Scilly Isis (EU-011) by G3WNI, GOPSE, GOWMW
30/09-01/10 Clipperton DX Club Convention
30/09-01/10 XVI Italian HF-DX Convention (Bologna)
Sep-Dec FM/F2JD: Martinique (NA-I07)
01/10-31/12 SY2A: Mount Athos by SV2ASP/A
03/10-09/10 5V: Togo by DJ7UC, DL4WK, DL7BO, DL7DF, DL7UFR
03/10/05/10 KI6T/p: Catalina Island (NA-066)
03/10-11/10 XU7ABD: Cambodia by EA5RM and EA7DBO
03/10-10/10 YJOAD and YJOAU: Vanuatu by YT1AD and Z32AU
05/10-12/10 AX9YL: Norfolk Island (0C-005)
06/10-08/10 W5BOS/C6A: Cay Sal Bank (NA-?7?)
06/10-15/10 VI2BI: Broughton Island (OC-212) by VKs
08/10-24/10 3B6RF: Agalega (AF-001)

probably heatshrink tubing would also be a
good idea. The usual applications of
Penetrox etc. seem to be OK on the parasitic
elements but don't give enough protection
on the driven elements. The problem with
such corrosion is its non linear potential for
generating nasty spurious emissions with the
possibility of EMC.
Which takes me onto an interesting e-mail I
received from Robin, G3JWI, the EMC
guru. I will paraphrase his comments into
the context of a CDXC member.
Robin starts from the point that many
amateurs are not aware of what power or
modes it is reasonable to run in any given
circumstances. Another part of what we
have called good radio housekeeping. You
will have seen Don, G3OZF's, leader in the
July RadCom on RF Safety which follows a
similar theme. At present there are two cases
involving NoVs and one involving a Local
Authority who are invoking the "nuisance
clause". Needless to say these cases are
very difficult to deal with, at this late stage.
EMC, and particularly breakthrough, is not
just something for the RSGB EMC
Committee. Everyone is involved. It would
help a lot if clubs like CDXC could spread
the word about sensible operation and
horses for courses.
Here are a few points that come to mind. I
appreciate that you will be aware of these
already. However because committees are
made up experienced people it is possible to
forget how inexperienced some amateurs
can be.
1. Many amateurs seem unaware (until it is
too late) that they have an obligation to
consider interference to neighbours.

2. Many amateurs see breakthrough as
something which can be cured by fitting
filters, and think they have discharged their
obligation by simply telling their neighbours
this.
3. Many amateurs think that they have a
right to expect the RSGB to sort out their
problems with neighbours or the local
council etc. In many cases there is not much
we can do and individuals get quite upset
when we tell them this. All this leads to a
lot of heart ache. A high proportion of
amateurs who get into trouble in this way
are disabled to some degree, and so "go to
town" on their hobby. As you can imagine
this makes things more stressful.
4. Many amateurs will not consider power
efficient modes such as CW or the new
digital modes. They must use SSB and to
compete they must use the full 400W regardless of the unsuitability of the
location.
Robin concludes by observing that an
improvement of the amateurs' image is
essential from the long term survival point
of view. Especially if the first thing that the
ordinary man in the street thinks of, in
connection with amateur radio, is that it
causes interference! Not a good image to
give to the parents of potential young
amateurs. So, all in all, any help you can
give by promoting good housekeeping
practice would be most welcome.
Which takes me back to PSK31, Digipan, 20
watts and the R5, a pretty good example of
low profile radio and good DX radio house
keeping. And you could always still use CW
of course.

Secretary's Update
Shaun MOBJL

As you can see from the number of new members since the last Digest the group is certainly
going from strength to strength. We should easily achieve the magic 500 members very soon! A
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very warm welcome to all those who are new to CDXC.
For those of you who may be asked to propose a new member, could you please ensure the
applicant that I am now the new Secretary and to forward their application to me and not Barry
G4RKO, this will save a lot of time both for Barry and myself, my address is at the front of the
Digest.
73 Shaun.. MOBJL

Call (*Badge)

Worked

Name

Location

GOCGL
GOCGV
GOFEX
GOIHM
GOJHC
GOKBL
GOLCS
GOPPK
GOVJG
GOVLK
GOVYR
GOWOU
GOZMC
G3BDQ
G3EKJ
G3ICH
G3JFS
G3JYP
G3LME
G3SHF
G3YJQ
G4DJC
G4FCI
G4GZG
G4HY
G4JQX
G4KTI
G4MPK
G4USW
G8FF
G130QR
GJ3YHU
GU4EON
GWOPUP
GW3NWS
MOAUI
MOCER
MODXR
M5AAF
MMOBQI
MM5AHO
WA2SON

332
216
150+
200+
317
100+
124
180

Eric Carling
James Lee
Ken Porter
Ursula Sadler
Neil Can
Stan Rudcenko
Kerry Rochester
William Gill
Nobby Stiles
Andy Palfreeman
Norman Vickerstaff
David Atkinson
Michael Conlon
John Heys
Harry Mattacks
Peter Pitt
Peter Cole
William Capstick
Kenneth Taylor
Bernard Naylor
Fred Bourne
Richard Baker
Andy Cullop
Lawrence Stringer
Ian Fugler
Charles Riley
Robert Taylor
Stephen Foster
William Jenkins
Shaun Southgate
Dick Gibson
Dennis Robinson
Michael Alisette
Brian Brown
Ross Clarke
Roger Moore
Toshihiko Oka
Mark Haynes
David Cooper
Jim Martin
Geoff Crowley
Roy Lehner

Wool
Lanes
Leics
Warks
Lanes
Surrey
Herts
Lancs

100+
149
212
100+
300+
261
200+
255
280
195
150
116
266
175
227
280
100+
134
150
150+
246
331
300
245
100+
310
110
200+
100+
164
194
100+

Cleveland
Surrey
Plymouth
Rugby
E.Sussex
E.Sussex
Hampshire
Devon
Cumbria
Glos
Cheshire
Devon
Chelmsford
Cambs
Essex
Brampton
Wilts
Colchester
Surrey
Cumbria
Norfolk
Co. Tyrone
Jersey
Guernsey
Mid Glans
Monmouthshire
Dorset
Surrey
Essex
Preston
Edinburgh
New York

"The rule is the same for antennas as it is for airplanes. It's the amount of air UNDER it that
counts."

zones and 140 countries on 40m, and
unbelievable 3300 and 1700 QSOs on 80m
and 160m respectively.

We had rented three 24 m high Towers from
a local company, thus we did not have to
transport them. Every band (10, 15, 20m)
had three Cushcraft Monoband Yagis, of
which the lowest one was fixed to Europe,
the middle one fixed to the U.S. and the
highest one rotatable. With the help of
WXOB Stackmatches all antenna
combinations were available in the shack.
Now the contest was about to start and a
paper that planned unbelievable 70 million
points showed up on the wall. What no one
had expected: after a few hours we were
above the plan and finally claimed 76
million points! The old record (PJIB 1990)
was 57,6 million! But how did the others
do? We heard IG9A claiming 70 million and
PJ4B claiming 65 million points. It was
fantastic, we really did it! The following
night was very short, and on Monday we
already began to put down antennas and to
store the equipment that stayed in Morocco
until the CW part. One week before the CW
part the 12 operators arrived at the hotel to
try the same in CW. And this was an even
bigger success: CN8WW managed to almost
double the old M/M-record, which was set
by 6Y2A with 39 million points in 1998.
There was a claimed score of 74 million at
the end. This contains more than 4300
QSOs, 40 zones and 160 countries on each
band from 10-20m, another 4400 QSOs, 40

And what are the plans for 2000?

Although it seems impossible, we want to
improve our own results this year. You will
hear us this year as CN8WW again. Please
support our activity and call CN8WW again
in CQWWDX 2000 on as many bands as
possible. Even if you don't have good
antennas for some of the bands, just give it a
thy:
SSB (October 28-29); Preferred frequencies:
1.840; 3.799; 7.099; 14.255; 21.355; 28.455
kHz USA: listen for split announcements on
the low bands.
CW (Nov 25-26); Preferred frequencies:
1.833; 3.503/3.533; 7.003/7.033; 14.033;
21.033; 28.033 kHz
QSL cards for past activities have all been
handed out until October 2000, every QSL
(via DL6FBL) will be answered via bum or
direct, you will get special QSL cards for 5or 6-band QSOs. Please visit
http://www.d16fbl.de/cn8ww/ for further
information. We will provide you with
additional tips, how to work CN8WW, like
propagation predictions to different parts of
the world, etc.

Final results:

CQWWDX-SSB (claimed):
Zones

CTYS

OPs

2.97

19

84

DL8WPX

2.98

25

117

DL6RAI, DL8OH

8199

2.98

35

141

DK6WL, DK2OY, DL4MCF

5986

17841

2.98

40

186

OE2VEL, OE2MON, OE2LCM

15

5022

14975

2.98

40

180

DK7YY, DL2NBU, DK5WL

10

6163

18391

2.98

40

192

DL1MFL, DL6FBL

All

23224

69227

2.98

199

900

76,080,473

QSO

PTS

P/Q

160

1049

3118

80

2249

6703

40

2755

20

BAND

technical support: DJ5IW, DL9NEI
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namely the thrill of taking part...sound
familiar?

Many thanks for the contributors to the QRZ
Column and a particular plea for the
canonisation of Roger G3SXW without
whom this column would have appeared a
tad more spartan.

`It's the taking part, not the winning, that
counts. '

(Baron de Coubertin, founder of the modern
Olympics)

73 tu, Paul GOWAT

CN8WW - The Bavarian Contest Club in Morocco!

NOTES OF CDXC AGM, JULY 1s t 2000, 12:00
Held at G3NUG's QTH
Neville, G3NUG, CDXC Chairman, welcomed everyone to the AGM and thanked members for
making it a record turnout. He explained the form of the meeting.
Present:

5B4AGX, GOIHM, GOKRL, GOOPB, GOREP, GOWAZ, G3AAE, G3JNB, G3KHZ, G3KMA,
G3KWK, G3LAS, G3LCS, G3LQP, G3NKQ, G3NUG, G3OLY, G3OZF, G3PJT, G3PMR,
G3RFX, G3RTE, G3SED, G3SJJ, G3SXW, G3TXF, G3WGV, G3WKL, G3ZBE, G4IDL, G4IUF,
G4JVG, G4RKO, G4VXT, GU4YOX, MOAXP/OZ3CF, MOBJL

(tnx to Tom DL4MCF for this)
Apologies:

highband shack was in a container up on a
hill connected via 250m of a really thick
powerline cable and Ethernet cabling.

Many of you may have worked CN8WW in
the last CQWWDX-contests in 1999 in SSB
or CW, but what is the story behind this
operation?

The ambitious work of installing a four
square for 40m and 80m at the beach was
very badly wiped off as the Atlantic ocean
showed us how rude it could be! The
verticals came down and some ropes were
lost to the ocean - maybe they were found
later by the PJ4B boys... After that 80m only
had one single vertical and 40m only had
the two beams.
All radios were Kenwood TS850's, because
this is the most popular radio among the
BCC-members. In case of a failure we could
easily swap radios. We used a lot of filters
to avoid interference between the bands,
homebrew ones as well as commercial ones.
All stations were connected by an Ethernet
link. DX spots came in over an Internet dialup link to a local provider.

After winning the European records in the
multi-multi category as LX7A in 1989, it
was time to try the world record as the solar
cycle should be at its maximum around the
year 2000. The place to go had definitely to
be in North Africa. CT3 and EA9 were
considered, but finally the discussions came
to an end, when Ben, DL6FBL, told us
about his CQWW 1998 experiences from
Morocco! In September 1999 DL6FBL and
DL8WPX went to Morocco for the WAEDC
SSB contest to check out the location, do the
final negotiations, and settle open questions.
After their return to Germany the work
began: With the help of an Internet Website
and an Email reflector, all participants knew
the plans and always had the latest news
about the project.
16 operators were found to join the SSB
part. They were flying to Morocco 10 days
before the contest. Three of them made the
trip on the road to bring the equipment to
CN8! It took 50 hours of driving, but they
safely arrived in Rabat, the capital city of
the Kingdom of Morocco.

The antenna setup:

• 160m: inv L and dipole
• 80m: vertical, dipole
• 40m: two Cushcraft 2ele-Yagis, plus a
2ele vertical array for CW part
• 20m: three Cushcraft Yagis (4 and 5 ele)
• 15m: three Cushcraft Yagis (4 and 5 ele)
• 10m: three Cushcraft Yagis (4 and 5 ele)

Now it was time to set up all antennas and
the stations. The plan was to have verticals
for the low bands close to the waterfront and
Yagis for the high bands up on the hill about
60m above the sea. The lowband shack was
located in the hotel directly at the beach, the

Four optimised Beverage antennas for
different directions up to 250m long did a
tremendous job in lowband reception. After
the CW contest we received many Emails
like: "Wow! You heard my 5 watts signal
from New Mexico on 160m!"
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5B4AFB, 5B4AGC, BRS32525, GOLMX, GOSBQ, GOUKX, GOWAT, G3COJ, G3MCX,
G3NOH, G30QB, G3PEM, G3PSM, G3SNN, G3SWH, G3TXZ, G3UEG, G3XTT, G3ZAY,
G4AZN, G4HSD, G4JKS, G4KIU, G4LJF, G4OBK, G4TQD, G6LX, G8JM, GIOTJJ, GW3KFA,
SMOEBP, W6CF
Previous Minutes:

5B4AGX asked that his call sign be corrected in last year's minutes.
Motion that the minutes of the last AGM held at G3OZF's QTH on
record:

r July 1999 are a true

Proposed G4IDL. Seconded G3WGV. Carried.

Chairman's Report
Marketing Initiatives

The Chairman reported that the club had enjoyed a steady stream of new members assisted by
one main marketing initiative this year. G3NUG again mailed around 350 potential members
comprising all those Gs chasing IOTA or DXCC and a number of PacketCluster users and
other DXers. The mail-out has recently been completed and so far, 20 or so new members
have applied in the past few days.
Membership Numbers

The increases for the past four years have been 260: 350: 395: 445 and now we have around
480 members. All very encouraging! CDXC can continue to claim to represent the majority of
active DXers in the UK.
Other Initiatives

The IOTA 2000 Programme and the RSGB Morse Campaign have both driven by CDXC on
behalf of the RSGB.
DXpeditions Supported

CDXC supported over 20 DXpeditions since the beginning of last year.
The RSGB DXpedition Fund matched all CDXC contributions. The club also liaises closely with
the GM DX Group.
We also formed a Members' Only Fund.
We continue to be one of the top10 funding organisations worldwide.
Social Scene

The club participated fully in the HF Convention last October. The event was as busy as ever.
9

The Annual Dinner in March enjoyed a good turnout with an excellent talk on the T31/ZK3
DXpedition given by Steve G4EDG.
Awards
Following a late claim and adjustment to score, John GW3JXN was declared the outright
winner of the PenaIlt Trophy with 136 points. Scotty, WK3N, was runner up with 135 points.

where we went wrong — our SSB QSO total
was much too small and CW too big. Whilst
our 1,198 CW QSOs gained us 2n d place
unfortunately our 475 QSOs left us
struggling in 46 th place. Overall QSO

As described above we just couldn't get the
QSO rate going on SSB. We knew as the
contest unfolded that our SSB score would

This was proposed by G3OZF and seconded by GOKRL.

suffer and understood that this would dent
our overall performance. So we kept
returning to SSB only to go back to CW
again when the hourly-rate dipped.

Other Officers
Paul GOWAT has agreed to become Contest Co-ordinator. Thanks to Don G3XTT for filling in
for the past year or so.
Alan G3PMR is taking over as Web Master. Thanks Alan and thanks to Barry G4RKO who has
done this job for the last year or so.
CDXC Diciest
The Digest goes from strength to strength under the editorship of Don G3XTT. It is agreed by
all to be excellent reading.
Thanks
Thanks to Don G3OZF our President who is retiring as a member of the Committee. The
Chairman remarked that Don had always a very helpful and constructive member of the
Committee.
Thanks to Barry as Secretary and to Bob as Treasurer who are also standing down from these
roles but are standing for election for different roles.
Thanks to all the Committee members for their ongoing support.

Secretary's Report
Barry, G4RK0 commented on the activities of the Secretary during the previous year.
The processing of new members was an ongoing task with 15 or so new members joining each
quarter.
Maintenance of the CDXC Web site had involved updating various downloadable files and
provision of information and software for IOTA 2000, which had resulted in very high levels of
activity.

only a few entrants to what is the biggest
contest in the radio calendar.
Over the next few issues of CDXC
Newsletter I would like to explore a few of
the reasons for lack of UK participation and
possible steps to improve this situation

volume was 23'.

Bill Moorwood G3CAQ has asked to stand down as Awards Manager. The Chairman
commented that he has done a great job and requested a formal vote of thanks.

Ian GOKRL has agreed to take over that role. Thank you Ian.

results from CQWW above are good, there
are, relative the amount of UK amateurs,

What are we doing wrong?
As an active contester are you doing enough
to promote contesting within your club?
What role do the RSGB's HF Contest
Committee have in this?

Take-Home Memories
•

the result: not bad, performed well on all
elements except SSB QSOs

•

brilliant socialising with old friends and
new, all sharing a common interest

•

Tine and his family's warm hospitality

•

Slovenian organisation and management
skills

•

stunningly beautiful place, great for

Is the format of the contests wrong or could
it be amended to encourage more
participants?
Would a European wide contest along the
lines of ARRL Field Day stimulate greater
interest because of its inclusion of methods
of operating that has 'Something for
everyone'(CW/SSB/Packet/SSTV/FSTV/Sa
tellite/RTTY/ PSK31/FM/two cans and a
bit of string in-between anyone?)

family holidays

Etc ...etc...

Here's to the next one. Apparently the OH's
and WI's (Yankee Clipper) are both

I could go on but what I am looking for are
your suggestions, not mine. If you would
like to suggest something for discussion or

discussing the possibility, maybe in two
years instead of four years time. Let's hope
for more interest from UK next time — it
really is one of those special events in life to
be cherished.

comment on the subject please let me know,
I would be interested in your views.
So that is it for this edition of QRZ Contest,

In the e-mails exchanged between myself
and Roger/Dave regarding a WRTC article

I hope we can get a few discussions going
on the matters above. In the next issue I
hope to have some articles on an interesting
area of Contest operating, namely SO2R
(single operator 2 radio) If you have sorne
insight into this method of operating, or
have a point of view to express about it, I
would like to hear from you.

Dave mentioned the following: 'It was quite noticeable when talking to the
guys in Slovenia that although UK
contesters are respected, there aren't enough
of us! Anything you can do to help boost
UK contesting would be appreciated'

The Secretary is responsible for organising two of the main CDXC social events, the Annual
Dinner and the AGM/ Summer Social. Both events enjoyed a high level of support.
Committee meetings, of which there are 4-5 per annum, were very well attended during the
year.

I found the following quote in a cycling
magazine, where the author was bemoaning
the lack of new young cycle racers. They
were, he thought, put off by the constant
striving to win to the exclusion of all else
about the sport. This, he felt, lost sight of
the reason for doing it in the first place,

Dave's point is a good one, what can we do
to improve the amount of people contesting
from the UK...although the individual

10
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Tine's big beams are, of course, way up in
the sky so are not screened by trees and the
Fresnel zone looks good on all bands, the
ground falling away on all sides.

Multipliers: our 17"' place was actually

somewhat disappointing. Whilst struggling
to get the QSO rate up we felt that more
attention had been paid to Mults (and
therefore less time running) than we would
have ideally liked. We concluded that our
Mult total was pretty darned good.
Presumably those stations with so many
more SSB QSOs in the log found that some
new mults were calling them. Also, we
heard Russian being spoken quite often and
wonder if the elusive Siberian mults helped
them:

Results

Pile-Up: (see table above) Dave's 10 th on

SSB and my 12th on CW secured an overall
9th place, which we thought was pretty good.
On a better day we might have been capable
of a couple of places higher but it has to be
said that there were some SERIOUSLY
SHARP operators amongst the competition!
Rank

1
2
3
4
5
6
7=
7=
7=
10

Call-Signs

Mults

RA3AUU, RV1AW
RA3AUU, RV1AW
DL6RAI, OE2VEL
DL6FBL, DL1MFL
UT4UZ, RW1AC
UA9BA, RN9A0
UA9BA, RN9A0
DLlIAO, DL2MEH
KQ2M, W7WA
VE7ZO, VE3EJ

414
400
397
390
377
374
367
367
367
365

Interesting how the red-hot American
operators who scored so well in other
categories did somewhat less well on multhunting. KIAR/K1DG were 3" place in
WRTC overall but only 36"' on Mults,
proclaiming 'we just ran 'em'. European
and Russian operators perhaps have refined
skills in this direction.

ZS6EZ, ZS4TX

0.4

2

K4BAI, K6LL

0.5

3

VE7SV, VA7RR

0.6

G3SXW, G4BUO

338

18
19
20

EA3NY, EA3KU
9A9A, 9A3GW
9A3A, 9A2AJ

337
335
331

9

Motion to accept the accounts: Proposed GOWAZ. Seconded G3MKQ. Carried.
The Treasurer recommended that the subscription remain unchanged for the next year.
Motion to maintain the subscription at its current level:
Proposed 5B4AGX. Seconded MOAXP/OZ3CF. Carried.

Election of Officers

At this point

the entire Committee resigned as required by the constitution. John, G3WGV
presided over the election. The outgoing Secretary had received only one nomination for each
position. Results of the election were as follows:

President
Chairman
Vice Chairman
Secretary
Treasurer
Newsletter Editor
Committee Member
Committee Member

G3PJT
G3NUG
G3SED
MOBJL
G4RKO
G3XTT
G3LAS
GOKRL

Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed

G3PMR
G4JVG
MOBJL
G4RKO
GOOPB
G3LCS
G3RTE
G4VXT

0.7

Election of Auditor

0.7

John,

G3SXW, G4BUO

0.8

Proposed G3SJJ. Seconded G3KMA. Carried.

OM3BH, OM3GI

0.8

UT4UZ, RW I AC

0.8

JA8RWU, JH4RHF

0.9

OK1QM, OL5 Y

0.9

maximum of 100 for Pile-Up Competition
and then 300 for each of CW QSOs, SSB
QSOs and Mults. To win we needed high
scores in all these categories. And this is

Seconded
Seconded
Seconded
Seconded
Seconded
Seconded
Seconded
Seconded

GOWAZ
G3MKQ
G3SJJ
G4JVG
GOWAZ
G4IUF
G3AAE
G4IDL

Unanimous
Unanimous
Unanimous
Unanimous
Unanimous
Unanimous
Unanimous
Unanimous

Following the election of the Committee for 2000/2001 Neville, G3NUG as newly elected
Chairman again took the chair

RA3AUU, RV1AW

Contacts: The scoring system allowed a
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page for details. Bob thanked the Auditor, John G3WGV, for his work.

K1TO, N5TJ

Each deleted contact costs a further two
points and the same software was used in
adjudication as for CQ World-Wide contest.
We lost only 13 contacts as wrong call-signs
and look forward to receiving the UBN
reports to study this in more detail.

%
Deductions

1

Mults
357
353
351
345
342
340

17

6

well on accuracy in adjudicated contests and
were therefore hopeful that our point
reductions would be less than some others.
This turned out to be the case and we were
pleased with our 6 th place:
Call-Signs

K6LA, K5ZD
OH1EH, OH1NOA
RZ9UA, UA3DPX
DL2CC, DL5XL
K8NZ, W2GD
HA30V, HA3NU

4

Accuracy: Both Dave and I usually score

Rank

Call-Signs

Rank
11
12
13
14
15
16

Treasurer's Report

Bob, G3PJT presented the audited accounts for the year ended 31 March 2000. See separate

G3WGV expressed his willingness to continue as Auditor for a further year.

A08
Neville, G3NUG asked members to support the raffle to be drawn later that afternoon which
would raise funds for support of future DXpeditions. Neville expressed thanks on behalf of the
club to the various organisations that provided raffle prizes including books donated by the
RSGB, cable and coax-switch by Nevada, desk microphone by Yaesu, ties by W6CF of the
ARRL and others.
Neville advised that Bob Ives, General manager of Yaesu UK would be demonstrating the new
FT-1000 Mk IV later in the afternoon.
The Committee was asked to record the passing of Louis Varney, G5RV on 28 June 2000.
Chris, G3SJJ reminded CDXC members that they should endeavour to support the forthcoming
IOTA Contest on the weekend of 29130 July.
Meeting closed

12:38

Barry Cooper, G4RKO. Secretary
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INCOME
Subscriptions
US dollar subs etc.
Members donations
Software sales
Advertising
Misc sales
Raffles
DX donations
Dinner
Dinner uncleared chqs
Total Income

Other

1999-2000
5869
58 Note 1
189
23
1147 Note 2
375 Note 3
20
200 Note 4
1031

1998-9
5077.5
330
259
25
260
193.24
355
0
1288.75
0
7788.49

1997-8
4501.48
129.63
123.25
70
115
79.35
250
0
57.5
936
6262.21

1996-7
3919.5

2536.27

2411.07

7940

2098.9
1054.37
20
204.14
402.51
192.9
825
1449
488.15
6734.97

35
83.26
248.39
89.33
1150
993.5
0
5135.75

20
156.47
253
315.6
806.42
1062
106
5130.56

972

1053.52

1126.46

585.44

2535
7788.49
0
0
10323.49
6734.97
-400
-7.55
330.00
3666.07

1561.17
6262.21
0
0
7823.38
5135.75
23
129.63
2535.00

965.41
5716
0
0
6681.41
5130.56
10.32
0
0
1561.17

8912

EXPENDITURE
Newsletter
Postage
RSGB/licence
Committee Exps
Trophies
Expenses
Dxpeditions
Dinner
Adv/logo
Total Expediture

2832
1255
38
175
612 Note 3
39
1935
1054

Excess of Income
over Expediture

165
315
8.5
233
13
1062
0
5716

BANK ACCOUNTS STATEMENT
Current A/C B/F
Income
Uncleared 98/9
Transfer to Deposit
Total
Less expenditure
Adjustment
Less cash
Less $US
Current A/C C/F

3666.07
8912.17
-400
-1000
11178.24
7940.02
481.22 Note 5/6
30.51
57.50
2668.99

Deposit B/F
Transfer to current
Transfer from current
Interest
Deposit C/F

1804.67
0
1000
12.57
2817.24

1795.71
0
0
8.96
1804.67

1786.77
0
0
8.94
1795.71

1777.87
0
0
8.9
1786.77

Assets
Current NC
Deposit A/C
Digest float
Cash
USDollars A/C+cash
Total

2650.21 Note 6
2817.24
500 Note 5
30.51
358.09
6356.05

3266.07
1804.67

2535.00
1795.71

1561.17
1786.77

-7.55
439.69
5502.88

23
129.63
4483.34

0
0
3347.94

Note 1
Note 2
Note 3
Note 4
Note 5
Note 6

40

20

15

10

Total

CW

80
0

10

43

81

16

150

SSB
Total

1
1

2
12

19
62

39
120

12
28

73
223

Continent

CDXC Accounts 1999-2000

Converted at 51.6
Ads from 1999 paid in 2000
Trophies paid by ZL9CI team
Navassa refund
Print float shown in Assets
Uncleared chq

Dxpedition schedule 1999-2000
RSGB
1800
CDXC
1935
GM DX
100
Total
3835

This financial statement covers the period 31-3-99 to 1-4-2000. Statement prepared 12 May 2000.
R.C.Whelan Treasurer CDXC
In my opinion this Financial Statement is consistent with the accounts of CDXC for the
financial year ended 31-3-2000.
J. Linford G3WGV Elected Auditor
CDXC
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80

40

20

15

10

Total

CW

49

218

421

304

206

1198

SSB

37
86

34
252

83
504

137
441

184
390

475
1673

Totals

Total
GMT To

80

40

20

15

10

Total

1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000
2100
2200
2300
2400
0100
0200
0300
0400
0500
0600
0700
0800
0900
1000
1100
1200

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
4
2
14
2
3
21
10
18
11
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
12
0
0
0
0
0
65
8
21
5
34
0
21
30
45
7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

23
0
52
6
3
103
14
11
21
39
3
45
126
12
12
8
12
0
0
0
7
0
0
0

57
35
6
57
91
4
41
7
17
7
60
21
1
0
0
2
7
0
0
0
10
10
0
0

1
38
15
36
0
2
7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
15
122
83
57
0
0

81
85
73
99
94
109
62
84
SO
69
82
102
130
54
52
73
40
0
15
122
100
67
0
0

fruitlessly. One of the stations, on the East
Coast, told us that we were two S units
weaker. This contributed to our continually
reverting from SSB to CW to re-establish
the QSO rate.

Our overall target of an average 100 QSOs
per hour was achieved in only five of the
twenty, finishing with an average of only
84. On 80 metres we had S9+10db rainstatic all night but it turns out that many
other competitors had the same problem. On
40 we felt especially competitive, breaking
pile-ups easily. On HF we discerned a
definite advantage towards JA but a
disadvantage to USA. On two occasions
another WRTC station stole our frequency
and generated an instant USA pile-up on 20
metres SSB when we had been calling CQ

Tine's hilltop QTH is flat and about 150
metres in diameter. The tribander was
located on the Eastern side. Pointing to JA
gave us an almost immediate steep
downward slope and no trees in the line of
fire. But towards north-west there were
several wavelengths of flat ground then a
thick screen of trees higher than the antenna.
45

80

40

20

15

10

Total

CW

48

SSB
Total

36
84

182
31
213

162
45
207

88
47
135

190
172
362

670
331
1001

80

40

20

15

10

Total

CW

1

26

216

135

378

SSB
Total

0

1

1

27

19
235

51
186

0
0
0

POSTBAG
support of CDXC that helps greatly to make
you some info about our group from Mid
this expedition (3B6 — 2000, Agalega)
Lanark Amateur Radio Society going to
possible, and we thank you most sincerely.
Benbecula for this years CQWW Phone
CDXC is one of the important sponsors of
contest and I asked you to put it into the
our Agalega expedition!
digest and into RadCom. Well since I last
We have already put your logo on our home
got in touch we have built a web site and I
page and, of course, we will also put it on
thought that if I have not missed the
our QSL cards. Our home page is at
deadlines you could maybe add our url to
www.agalega2000.ch
the information that I sent.
Agalega is in position 16 of the most wanted
The site is at:
countries in some parts of the world. Our
www.qsl.net/mmobhx/gmob/new-pagegoal is to lower Agalega to below the 100th
lindex.htrn
position. We know that in the UK there are
many who are looking for a contact on the
I will write an article for the Digest after the
LF bands. We will have substantial set-ups
event and let you know how my transition
for these bands and it is our hope that we
from single op to "multi-multi" goes.
will make many UK QSOs on these lower
Thanks for your help, work us in the contest,
frequencies. On 40m we will use two 4our call is GMOB.
square arrays, one for CW and one for SSB
73s de Brian GMOEGI
operation. On 80m, two phased quarterwave verticals will be installed, and on
160m we will erect a 26m high vertical. The
From Dez, GODEZ: Just to let you and all
low band ix antennas will be combined with
CDXC members know that I've just begun a
horizontally polarised rx antennas in order
3 year tour of duty in Cyprus (AS-004). At
to overcome the very high QRN always
the moment the ZC4 application is being
present in the tropics. In addition, special
processed, callsign as yet unknown,
crystal bandpass rx filters are under
however in the meantime I'm having to sign
construction and will allow us to run 2
5B4/GODEZ. Although I do live on the
stations on the same band, one for CW and
Eastern SBA, (near Famagusta), I'm
one for SSB.
informed there is no CEPT agreement with
According to the latest information, the new
SBA so no chance of using ZC4/GODEZ. I
P3D satellite will be in orbit by the end of
was delighted to work the Tromelin
July and our expedition will be the first to
expedition on 3 bands, including 6m.
make use of this bird. So many VHF/UHF
FR/F6KDF/T worked on 17m CW, 12m
amateurs will have the opportunity to work
CW, 6m SSB. Incidentally on 11 August he
a new country that has never before been
was calling CQ on 6m unanswered for over
active using a satellite.
an hour. I worked him with 50w to a
colinear on six.
Please convey our best 73 to all the
members of CDXC.
(I have since worked Dez under his 5B4 call
and he tells me he should have ZC4DW by
For and on behalf of the 3B6 crew. Derek
mid-September, ed)
Cox, G3KHZ (3B6 crew member)
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From Derek G3KHZ, to G3PJT: Dear Bob

main operator, one for the second rig plus a
have a significant advantage and the general
second pair for the second operator to also
rumour was that Team UK were favourites
listen to the main rig, and one for the
to win. It was also an honour being at the
referee. Then computing, with CT/KlEA in
QTH of the WRTC-2000 President.
a special version for WRTC.
Friday afternoon Maca (pronounced Matsa),
We had discussed tactics, off-times, bandthe XYL of Tine/S50A, and Tom drove us
choices and so forth at some length but
the one hour to Tine's 'location', i.e. his
agreed that we would stay flexible rather
countryside ham QTH. What a sight! Maca
than working to a pre-determined strategy.
stopped a couple of miles before arriving
Our first problem came along when neither
and pointed: there was a tree-covered hill
of us slept much Friday night. We were to
with several towers and beams clearly
share a room but noisy- and light-sleepers
visible, right on top. Wow! On site he has
don't go together very well!
four free-standing towers, the largest of
which carries a full-size 80 metre threeThe Contest
element beam at 150 feet. This tower is
The
IARU contest starts at 1200 GMT, two
about 14 by 14 feet at the base and required
p.m. local. We were to operate only 20 of
22 cubic metres of concrete. To comply with
the 24 hours and had studied propagation
WRTC rules he had installed a 40-foot pole
predictions to help decide off-times. As it
with a three-element tribander and a FD4
turned out we got it somewhat wrong — it
Windom on another tower at the same
seemed that the middle of the day was likely
height. There was much joking about how
to be the worst conditions and we should
we might just pick up the wrong coax leads
have been QRT for the first hour or two. But
by mistake.
we couldn't bring ourselves to do that!
Inside there was a huge table, empty except
Besides, there was the risk of thunderfor a rotator and two coaxes marked for the
storms and power-cuts (both of which we
two WRTC antennas. Each competitor had
did eventually suffer) which could force
been provided with three MRE's (meals
QRT and conceivably lead to more than four
ready to eat) which were handed to Maca
hours QRT if we used up some of them
and never seen again because she had other
early on. We finished up using 1.75 hours
and totally delicious plans! We set up the
around sunrise and the last 2.25 hours of the
two FT1000MP's and tested the antennas.
contest when in fact the 10 metre European
All was fine though the Windom was over
opening was good. Several other teams, it
2:1 on 80 metres. Next was audio-splitting -turned out, did the same.
we had four pair of headphones: one for the
We swapped operators every couple of hours and finished with these (claimed) figures:

Continent
Europa

Continent
N.America

From Brian, GMOEGI: Back in July I sent

Hello
Robert, Just a few quick lines to thank you,
the RSGB, and CDXC, for your support of
From David, VK4ZEK, to G3PJT:

& fellow members of CDXC, We do
appreciate very much the great financial
13

the VK9WI DXpedition to Willis Island.
Sony for delay in getting this thank you to
you, but I have been out of email contact
since the Willis trip. We have been cruising
in the boat in North Queensland waters. I've
also written a backgrounder on the whole
trip which will be on our website in a day or
so.
From the feedback we've had from the
website, the whole exercise was seen as
being very successful, despite the
unfortunate mishaps to crew members.
Please pass our thanks on to all concerned in
your organisation.
Thanks again, David Gemmell - VK4ZEK,
Skipper - VK9WI

opening ceremony was possible due to
"circumstances".
My visa was extended, allowing my visit to
Bhutan to last for four weeks. As a result of
the HIDXA donation of equipment
(TS690S, HF6V, etc.) to Yonten last year, I
was able to help Yonten, A51TY make
those first CW and SSB QS0s under the
new legislation. In my view, these initial
contacts by a Bhutanese national opened up
A5, Bhutan officially in amateur radio
terms.
During my stay I operated from Paro. This
is the entry point to Bhutan (by air) and is
about 6500ft asl. It turned out to be a much
better radio location than Thimpu which is
at 7500ft, and this was where I operated in
1990 as A51JS. My A52JS log page count
has some 20,300 QS0s using an Icom 756
barefoot, and I am satisfied with that sort of
total. However, in passing it must be said
that I had no real opportunity to get a beam
organised, etc.
Sincere thanks to you all at the Chiltern DX
Club and the A52JS QSL card will carry
your logo. I expect QSLing to start in
August; it depends on how quickly we get
our folded colour card from the printers.
However, we are processing incoming cards
ready for the day we receive the blank
A52JS cards. In agreement with the CDXC
stipulation, arrangements have been made to
deal with bureau cards.
The Kingdom of Bhutan has finally
embraced the amateur radio service for
Bhutanese and foreigner alike — so that can't
be bad. For myself a mere 10 years of
involvement, hi!
Warm regards and thanks once again to you
all.
73, yours in amateur radio, Jim Smith,
HIDXA
(PS I will be happy to assist any CDXC or
individual wishing to visit Bhutan for
amateur radio purposes)

From Jim, VK9NS, to G3P,TT• Dear Bob

CDXC Donation — A52JS (HIDXA)
Have finally arrived back on Norfolk Island
after my longish trip away and have many
things to catch up on. Your early
notification of a donation from CDXC was
of course very welcome and this confirms
that your donation of £200 was received
safely and our HIDXA receipt is attached (I
am writing a separate letter of thanks to the
RSGB for their matching donation).
It must be said that your early promise of
assistance was very welcome. HIDXA and
its membership thank you all for the
generous support for the A52JS operation.
Kirsti and myself both had visas for Bhutan
in place in January, pending the actual
passing of the final part of the Bhutan
Telecommunications Act 2000. As we know
this happened in March and this part was
important to us all as this was the section
dealing with Amateur Radio. However, as
things turned out, I went alone and in a
hurry! I record my thanks to Deputy
Minister MOC, Dasho Leki Dorje for
ensuring that both Yonten and myself
(should have been Kirsti also) started things
off. Unfortunately, none of the planned
14

them in to Word afterwards, for which we
were allowed five minutes. After a warm-up
exercise to get the concentration up the tape
started and it was 'may the best man win'.
The CW tape was hard but not as hard as
some I have heard, with the occasional call
being loud and clear.
We did pretty well — our combined efforts
brought us an overall result of 9th of 53:

session, wanting to get on with it as indeed I
did when the first CW session was called
later. As with everything else, the intricate
details of exactly what would happen and
when had been thought through thoroughly
and there were no misunderstandings or
complaints of any sort. We were each
provided with a PC, keyboard, paper, pens
and earphones. A couple of entrants typed
their call-signs directly on the screen but
most preferred to write them down and key
CW
Rank Call
1
K1TO
2
K520
OM3BH
4
K4BAI
WOUA
6
HA3NU
7
LY3BA
N6TV
9
YU7NU
10
RZ9UA
UU2JZ
12
G3SICW
14

17

N2NT
9A3A
LY1DS
KQ2M
DL2MEH
K1DG
N2IC
UA9BA
UT4UZ

SSB
Score
61
58
58
57
57
56
54
54
53
52
52
51

1
2

51
48
48
48
47
47
47
47
47

4

8
9
10

12

17
18
20

Rank Call
OE2VEL
LY4AA
UT4UZ
IK2QEI
N2NT
OH1NOA
ZS6EZ
N5TJ
DL 1 IAO
9A9A
G48130

Score
59
57
57
54
54
54
54
52
51
48
48

DL6FBL

47

K4BAI
K5ZD
RA3AUU
UT5UGR
K1DG
K3NA
N6IG
PY5CC

47
47
47
47
46
45
45
44

Eight Yankee was the best way to get it
across.
Each team had a full-time referee for the
contest who listened on parallel headphones to make sure that we stuck strictly to
the rules. For example, we were not allowed
to identify ourselves on the air.
Tom/9A2AA came out of the hat as the
referee for Team UK. Selections had also
been made for QTH's. All teams had a
hilltop location, most at established ham
QTH's but some Field Day style. We had
been allocated S50A's QTH. As Tine is
well-known for having one of the biggest
signals out of Slovenia we were assumed to

Final Preparations

Friday dawned and the pulse quickened.
First, the call-sign drawing. The 53 calls (in
the block S511A to S588Z) were in sealed,
numbered envelopes and each team-leader
was called one-by-one to select an envelope.
This was handed to the team's referee to be
opened five minutes before the start of the
contest. We later learned that we were to be
S568Y for the weekend. These calls caused
confusion during the IARU contest but
everyone was disadvantaged equally as the
organisers had scientifically selected calls of
equal length on phone and CW. On phone
we came to realise that Santiago Five Sixty-
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WRTC2000 Strategy and Results
Roger Western, G3SXW
-

superb, with not a single thing going wrong
that we noticed.
We were met at the airport by soldiers in
fatigues and taken to the hotel. There was
already a crowd on the patio of the main
WRTC hotel. A fantastic atmosphere — so
many old friends and many new ones, all
talking the same language, so to speak.
A most impressive aspect to the whole event
was how it all just clicked so smoothly
without any fuss. True, participants were all
top-notch contesters so perhaps the sort of
person who has his head generally in gear
anyway, so there was no need for overorganising and hand-holding. The brief
programme belied a host of detailed
organisation but everyone just sort of knew
where to be and when.

Articles are appearing in RadCom and
Radio Today which describe what happened
in Slovenia when WRTC-2000 was held in
July. Now we can look at some of the
aspects a little more closely.
World Radiosport Team Championship
happens every four years when two-man
teams representing countries from all over
the world compete on a level playing-field.
It coincides with the IARU HF Radiosport
Contest in early July. This is amateur
radio's version of the Olympics.
Team Selection

Countries were allocated a number of teams
according to performance in major contests
like WW, WPX, ARRL. United Kingdom
was awarded only one place. Two-man
teams were to be selected within the country
by the national society, in our case by the
RSGB HF Contests Committee.
Approaching the dead-line only
Dave/G4BUO and I had expressed interest
and indeed only five G's had subscribed to
the Internet reflector. We two were
'selected' by default.
This was somewhat surprising. As it was to
be held in Slovenia this time the cost would
be reasonable, just £200 for an air-ticket and
some beer-money — all accommodation,
food, etc is provided. Also, we thought that
there was high awareness of how
enormously enjoyable had been the previous
events in Seattle and San Francisco. In most
other countries there was hot competition
for team-places.

From Jukka, OH2BR, to G3PJT: Hi Bob,

weak on data. I personally find it
disappointing when articles don't even
report the number of QSOs and band breakdown. Indeed, sometimes you have to hunt
even for the call-sign used. For my taste,
problems with e.g. excess baggage have
been included in a hundred DXpedition
articles! But I suppose my professional
career makes me an unrepresentative reader,
Business Information 'n all!
Do you think that a significant proportion of
readers would appreciate a little more
factual stuff? The readership of CDXC
Digest is after all a DX-educated audience. I
would not expect RadCom, for instance, to
go so heavily on figures.
If so, then perhaps as Editor you could
request authors to do a little more work than
simply pounding the keyboard and then
hitting 'Send', by including at least some
hard data about results of their DXpedition.
Whilst leafing I noticed your comments
(May 99) about number of DXers in the
world. Any one DXpedition only works
stations who call during that brief timeframe. To that we must add those who were
QRT at the time for some reason and those
who didn't 'need' it. The casual-DXer could
serve to swell the number very markedly, as
well. So my gut-feel is that the number
could well be 100,000 around the world. If
that suggests that DXCC membership
reaches only one in 10-15 or so then that
would not surprise me. What is a DXer?
From the DXpeditioner's stand-point it is
anyone who joins the pile-up. Course, there
are also large numbers of 'DXers' who are
not at all competitive and just enjoy the
occasional rag-chew with a VK.
My research project is intended to be very
simple. A lot more could be done one day,
no doubt - but would prove rather timeconsuming.
73 de Roger/G3SXW.

Thank you for your support to my VP6BR
Pitcairn Island DXpedition. I felt all that
wonderful support from DX foundations
was very much needed and it really made
the difference. I attach to this mail some
material you may have an interest in.
73 and good DXing, Jukka OH2BR
From John, G3LAS: Don, I seem to have

"volunteered" to organise the station for the
HF Convention in October. Do you think
you could run a small "ad" in the next
CDXC Digest, asking for volunteers to help
with assembly on the Friday, disassembly
on the Sunday and also for an operating
rota.
Anyone willing can contact me on
g3las@Asl.net
73 John G3LAS

Pile Up Competition
-

This was designed to introduce an element
of the absolutely level playing-field. In
retrospect it could have perhaps been given
a slightly higher weighting, instead of the
100 out of 1,000 possible points. There were
to be both a CW and a SSB pile-up tape,
each three minutes in which to copy as
many fully correct call-signs as possible.
CW pile-up competitions are not
uncommon. Both Dave and I have played
this game many times at Windsor, Dayton
etc and we always score within a point or
two of each other. The SSB competition was
much more of an unknown factor. When we
learned that the rules called for only one
competitor from each team to do each tape
the choice was obvious: Dave would do
SSB and therefore I would do CW.
Thursday afternoon all 106 competitors
assembled and again the hubbub of excited
chatter was electric. The really serious
business was about to begin. First was SSB.
There were 20 computers so three sittings
were required. Dave leapt in to the first

Logistics

Apart from buying our British Airways
ticket to Ljubljana and getting ourselves to
Gatwick everything else was provided on a
plate: hotel, local transport, food, meetings,
parties, ceremonies, pile-up competition, the
contest itself — everything just flowed so
smoothly. The organisation was absolutely
42

From Roger, G3SXW: Dear Don, You may

have seen in 'QRZ-DX' that I am collecting
DXpedition statistics. I just need number of
QSOs by continent. If a big enough database can be built we will finish up with a
fair assessment of the continental spread of
'DXers'. That will help us to more accurately
reflect Needed Countries in Most Wanted
Surveys. (The data can then be properly
weighted, so as to avoid the inevitable USA
bias when a disproportionately high number
of responses comes from there). It will be,
anyway, an interesting exercise. I have
asked for responses by 15 October. If you
have any such data readily to hand please
pass it along. But the main reason for
writing is to say that I have just leafed
through the seven most recent issues of
CDXC Digest - the only DXpedition writeups that show this data are ZL9CI and
G3TXF's story about FH/S79.
This confirms what I knew already - almost
all articles are strong on description and
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NUG's Antenna Sale
Following the upgrading of my antenna system to full sized monobanders, I have the
following antennas for sale.
* Hy-Gain TH11 five HF bands antenna, excellent performer and condition. Colourcoded for quick re-assembly. Manual available. £550
* Cushcraft A3WS WARC bands antenna with A103 30m extension. As new and little
used. Manuals available. £250
* Gem Quad — 4 elements — 5 bands. Reinforced boom, 16 fibreglass spreaders.
Excellent condition, Needs new wires but detailed manual available. £450
* Four 80m Gladiator loaded verticals. Ideal for a four square. Again excellent
condition. £400
Buyers to collect please. Ring Neville G3NUG any time on 01442 262929 or e-mail
g3nug@btinternet.corn

G-Hams let the strength of sterling work for you
Have your QSL cards printed in El

Executive Press QSL Printing Service
QSL Cards printed by Hams for Hams
Standard QSL Card - 1 Colour Single sided on 230gm Board to
your own design
£50 - first 1000 , then £20 per 1000 thereafter (plus postage)
Multi-colour, Double-side , Photo-Type quoted for

Contact : Alan Whitty : 353-1-4603610 ,
Or

Declan Craig EI6FR @ 353-1-4502014 ,
email : ei6fr@gofree.indigo.ie

Bob Treacher has lots of $ and IRCs available as a result of dealing with all the direct requests
for M2000A cards. They are for sale at 65p per $ and 55p per IRC. Bob also mentions that
M2000A videos are available from Paul Lethbridge G3SXE (not CDXC) @ £10. Paul is QTHR
or can be reached at g3sxeyahoo.com Finally, Bob says that the M2000A QSL policy is to
reply to all cards received, rather than to simply send out cards for all QSOs. Owen G4DFI has
replied to 5,000 cards so far and Bob has dealt with 250 SWL cards.

way to go before we can challenge the big U.S. clubs like PVRC and FRC, but every little
counts. This sort of exposure adds considerable kudos to the Club's international standing...so
stand up and be counted for CDXC. It would be good to add to the Club's renowned quality of
contester by enhancing this with quantity as well.
Forthcoming Contests

Here are the ones to mark on your calendar for September, October
From
To
(UTC)
(UTC
September

Contest Name

Sat 9
0000
Sat 16
1200
Sat 23
0000
Sat 23
1200

Worked all Europe (WAE)

SSB

Scandinavian Activity Contest

CW

Sun 10
2359
Sun 17
1200
Sun 24
2400
Sun 24
1200

Mode

CQ/RJ Worldwide RTTY DX contest

RTTY

Scandinavian Activity Contest

SSB

RSGB 21/28MHz Contest

SSB

Oceania DX Contest (formerly VK/ZUOceania
DX Contest)
EU Autumn Sprint

SSB

EU Autumn Sprint

CW

Oceania DX Contest (formerly VK/ZL/Oceania
DX Contest
RSGB 21/28MHz Contest

CW

October

Sun 1
0700
Sat 7
1000
Sat 7
1500
Sat 14
1500
Sat 14
1000
Sun 15
0700
Sat 21
1500
Sat 28
0000
Sat 28
0000

Sun 1
1900
Sun 8
1000
Sat 7
1859
Sat 14
1859
Sun 15
1000
Sun 15
1900
Sun 22
1500
Sun 29
2400
Sun 29
2400

Worked All Germany contest

SSB

CW
CW/SSB

CQWW SWL Challenge

SSB

CQWW Phone DX contest

SSB

I suppose the major event of the summer
was the WRTC 2000 Championship in
Slovenia. This was run in conjunction with
the IARU HF Championship in early July. It
proved a riotous success for both the
organisers, the competitors and all the
contesters worldwide trying to snag those

S+Three+One calls. Team UK, Dave
G4BUO and Roger G3SXW, have been
arm-twisted for a number of articles, and I
am pleased to say that yet another one has
been wrung from them by me...Roger takes
up the story.

"GM4HQF
"GMOFQV

28

Wales
GW4BLE

A

GWORYT
*GW3JXN
"GW3NJW
"GW3KJN

GRP
GM4ELV

A

297,088
360,472

693
979

51
35

160
129

6,657,018
377,720
1,437,678
279,972
22,330

4608
769
1721
517
124

136
63
97
63
27

457
203
314
189
50

A
A
28

35,072
14,065
17,024

246
105
135

33
27
16

104
70
48

A

1,029,990

1072

97

320

M1P
GB3RS
G3B
G1Y
M2H
M2G
G4WAC
M5W
GOEYO
M4T
GORAF

8,106,700
3,450,664
2,455,225
2,066,134
1,558,152
1,120,290
121,794
49,742
33,988
13,446
8,232

4715
2945
2088
2206
2238
1664
373
235
171
132
110

148
130
117
90
76
78
48
32
32
25
14

592
472
428
316
230
243
111
87
84
58
42

Guernsey
MUOBKA

5,370,750

4105

143

539

29,338,624

14655

188

836

GWOVSW
2UOARE

Assisted
England
G3TMA

Multi-sing le
England

Multi-Mufti
England
M6T

The individual calls which have been marked in bold are CDXC members (apologies if I have
missed anyone off) well done everyone...particular mention I feel should be made of the new
records set by Steve GW4BLE and the crew at M6T (which of course contains many CDXC
members), both monstrous scores for which you are to be heartily congratulated. The latter is a
new European record which beats that set by the LX7A team in 1989 (the same team who set the
new World record last year from CN8WW — see later in this Digest).
I think mention should also be made of Dale GM4ELV who, although he did not exceed his
previous record, deserves congratulations for his score...I have competed in CQWW CW in the
QRP category and that's hard enough...but in SSB! That's real dedication, so well done.
Just a short reminder at this point, apropos this year's contest, for everyone (who can) to mark
their CQWW summary sheet's club affiliation as Chiltern DX Club. We may have quite some

GENERAL TOPICS
CE0Z

-

Juan Fernandez Archipelago DXpedition 2000
Mark, CE6TBN

met with Bill (XQ3SAI).
January, 6: We went early to "Los Cerrillos"
airport, because we have to ship the R7
antenna, amplifiers and equipment as well
as our other baggage. (Coax, antenna mast,
rotator and other heavy items were we
shipped one month earlier by sea) We had
200kg. overweight, so the excess weight
(our personal baggage) would be shipped
the next day instead.
The flight took two and a half hours from
Santiago to Robinson Crusoe island, but
there we had a further 45 minute boat trip to
our final destination.
On arrival, we began to install the first
station formed with the Yaesu FT —847 and
the Cushcraft R7 antenna. With these we
were able to operate the first night and make
over 200 QS05 in 3 hours.
January, 7: Early in the morning we
installed the second (TS —450, 30L1 amp.)
and third (IC —751) stations as well as the
80m dipole, and 'A wave vertical GP for 40
mtr. (good antenna). The fourth station was
in the hotel and belonged to the owner of the
hotel, it was a Kenwood TS —140 and
multiband dipole. Also that day saw the
arrival of Nob (JA7AYE) our CW operator
who came directly from Japan to join us in
the DXpedition. He immediately began to
transmit and participate in the JIDX contest
(January 8-9).
With 3 of the four stations on the air at the
same time the team began to work as
follows:
CE6JOE in 15m, JA7AYE CW on all bands,
XQ3SAI PSK and SSTV, CE6SAX and
myself all bands SSB.

After a lot of years of dreaming about
participating in a DXpedition, I decided to
make real my dream and, of course, without
your help, nothing could be possible.
The story began about May 1999, when I
had a QSO with Eliazar CEOZIS in which I
told him my desire to travel to Robinson
Crusoe Island and transmit from there. But I
needed some extra money for my trip, so I
contacted INDEXA.
After couple of e-mail that I sent to
INDEXA, finally I receive the news that
they will support me with some money, but
they had one condition which was that
operation should include both SSB and CW,
but I am not a good CW operator, so I
contacted more people and the DXpedition
started to grow.
At the beginning I met LU9AY, HC5EA,
XQ3SAI, CE6JOE and me (CE6TBN). We
made a lot of plans to select the best place in
the island to install the station and all the
equipment. The first place choice was
"Punta Isla", but later it was changed
because it was very expensive to buy and
carry generator and fuel so I decided to set
up our base in the town "Juan Baustista" in
the offices of "National Civil Aeronautic
Direction".
Finally when I had chosen the team, some of
them had problems, so the final team
consisted of: XQ3SAI Bill, CE6JOE Fil,
CE6SAX Alex, JA7AYE Nob and me
CE6TBN Mark.
On the Road

January, 5: We started the trip CE6SAX,
CE6JOE and myself from Temuco (700 Km
south of Santiago) to Santiago where we
17

Equipment

AMP

Antennas

Notebook

FT-847
IC-751
TS-450
TS-140

Collins 30L1

TH3JR 20,15,10
A3S 20,15,10
GP Vertical 7Mhz
R7 WARC
Dipole 80 Mtr

Compaq Armada
Compaq Armada
Mac for PSK
Kam

We made nearly 10,000 QSOs on CW, PSK, SSTV and SSB on 80, 40, 20, 17, 15, 12, 10, and 2
mtr.
USA
JA
EU
C&SA
AF
OC
AS (without JA)

40% of 10.000 QSO
30%
21%
6%
0.1%

SSB
CW
PSK
SSTV

68% of 10.000 QSO
24%
5%
3%

(January 16)
January 17: Bill and I dismantle the station
and return to Santiago.
Acknowledgements

2%
0.9 %

A lot of thanks to 1NDEXA, NCDXF,
Chiltern DX Club, Akita DX Association,
Radio Club Temuco CE6TC , Alex Weldt
CE6DFY, Direccion General de aeronautica
civil, CEOZIS, CEOZAM, JA7AGO,
VK5WO, JA7AGL, JA7AKH, JA7ABA,
JG7CRR and Transportes aereos Isla
Robinson Crusoe for your support, help and
especially for believing in us.

January 13: Nob went back Japan.

I hope to hear you on CEOXT San

January 15: CE6JOE and CE6SAX return to
Temuco to vote in Presidential elections

Ambrosio 2001 DXpedition

DXpedition Report E29DX
2000 DXpedition to Nu Island by Radio Amateur Society of Thailand and the
Thailand Group 1996
introduction

(last) survey on February 26th, 2000. The
DXpedition was carried out during 6th-16th
April 2000. The main purpose of the
DXpedition was to obtain the RSGB IOTA
designation number for the island group and
give as many QSOs as possible during the
period. A target of 10,000 QSOs was set to
give as many IOTA enthusiasts as possible
chance to contact this new island group.

Nu Island is located within the area defined
by IOTA as "Malay Peninsula South East
Group" which consists mainly of Nu, Meaw
and Kra Islands in the Gulf of Thailand just
off the coast of Songkhla Province Southern Thailand. These islands are the last
RSGB IOTA unnumbered group listed for
Thailand. The first survey for this
DXpedition was planned and executed by
HSO/G3NOM at the end of 1999, but
E21AOY/8 had made an independent survey
earlier, which gained useful information.
The Thailand Group 1996 did the second

Call-Sign and Licence
The Post and Telegraph Department of the
Royal Thai Government kindly issued the
special call sign E29DX to RAST (Radio
Amateur Society of Thailand) for operations
18

Call
England
M5D
G3UFY
G4KIU
G4OJH
M4R
(OP:G4AXX)
G4WPD
G3NLY
G3TVU/M
*G3VA0
*G4IIY
'G3LOJ
*GOVBD
*G6QQ
*G4NXG/M
*G3JKY
*MOBVVY
*G3RSD
*GOKDS
*G4PCI
*GONVVY
*GOKXL
*MOBJL
*GOATG
*GOVQR
*GOJJQ
*G3XVVZ
Ireland
E18IC
EI4DW
*E14CF
Jersey
*GJONYG/P
Northern
Ireland I
GIOKOW
*GIOKVQ
*G100UM
Scotland
GMOF
(OP:GM4AFF)
GM3BCL
GM3RTJ
GMOEGI
*GMOFET
*MMOBQI

Category Points

A

QSOs

Zones

Countries

3,625,020
277,984
48,880
490,620
319,431

3285
486
304
1381
1065

132
64
30
37
33

408
174
100
119
114

180,918
968,064
42,622
1,015,644
707,940
205,646
189,392
173,019
122,070
114,848
89,920
37,180
179,928
170,856
146,673
29,484
199,206
49,622
10,150
16,958
8,427

667
2640
248
1230
677
495
451
480
296
379
318
188
639
577
498
147
764
327
107
212
37

32
39
25
100
100
57
49
56
62
47
43
32
31
27
28
27
33
23
14
12
4

106
153
76
352
337
202
129
175
133
147
117
98
105
99
101
90
120
63
44
49
21

A

1,515,746
1,233,728
345,402

1803
1687
561

85
72
73

312
224
206

28

340,900

1078

31

109

A
A

10,457,664
297,075
121,680

6375
651
416

155
58
49

589
175
146

A

3,347,180

3145

127

453

931,952
78,240
255,204
595,800
321,433

1240
246
1000
1001
587

81
46
29
70
72

233
117
110
230
257

28
21

14

it

28

21

14
1.8

A

21
A
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it is on the back-burner for next year.
Instead, we have the very attractive prospect
of returning to Ghana.

Just before that weekend we will be active
with personal call-signs, testing antennas
and enjoying pile-ups. Several stations have
been on the air from 9G this year but it still
seems to be in great demand.

As at the time of writing the team consists
of G3PJT, G3SXW, G4BWP, GM3YTS,
K5VT, KC7V and possibly 9HIEL. We will
stay at the Oyster Bay Hotel, Elmina which
is a three-hour drive West of Accra. The
tour company that we have used several
times before, Expertravel Ltd, will provide a
large hire-bus with driver to transport the
team and all the equipment. We will mount
six full stations with amplifiers and as many
antennas as can be put up in the time, but at
least five Yagis plus several verticals and
wires for the LF bands. Last November this
hotel location was perfect for our needs and
we are very much looking forward to going
back.

West Africa
Few British people are familiar with
W.Africa and many seem to have the
general impression that it is wild and
dangerous. Of course, general impressions
are usually too general. There is indeed
lawlessness in Nigeria - military
insurrection in Liberia - poverty, drought
and disease in several sub-Saharan
countries. But in Ghana there is stability and
economic progress. I can say that in Ghana
we have met some of the most warmhearted, cheerful, genuine people in the
world.

We will all arrive in Accra the weekend
prior to the contest and drive to Elmina on
the Monday, giving us four days to get
everything ready. Tear-down will be
completed quickly on the Monday so we
drive back to Accra Tuesday after the
contest. The total time away from home is
about 12 days.
Our objectives for this trip are:
•

to put out a big signal on all six bands

•

to make as big a score as possible,
possibly winning the contest

•

to make 14,000 contacts in 48 hours

•

to provide the 9G multiplier to as many
contestants as possible

•

to have enormous fun with a bunch of
good pals

•

to help progress the cause of amateur
radio in Ghana

•

to enjoy the company of many
wonderful Ghanaian friends

•

to investigate prospects for XT2, TZ or
TU for next year.
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Location of Nu Island
Nu Island is located on Latitude 7.233
degree North, Longitude 100.598 degree
East, Grid Locator 0J07HF in Songkhla
Province, Southern Thailand.

IOTA

As the summer peters out (if it ever petered
in) a Contester's thoughts turn to the
forthcoming international ether conflicts that
are CQ World Wide...and as luck would
have it, due to the good grace of Roger
G3SXW, we have the results from the
CQWW Phone 1999

The RSGB IOTA number was given on the
air by G3KMA, the IOTA manager, on 6th

0

1

1

40

61

359

420

2823

5319

10

1144

1799

2943

2 FM

420

RTTY

610

X-Band

148
4888

6249

12495

Radio Amateur Society of Thailand. Central
Arizona DX Association. Post and
Telegraph Department of the Royal Thai
Government. Songkhla Radio Monitoring
and Inspection, HS9AA. All visitors from
the "Songkhla HAM Community". Hattyai
International Airport for sponsorship. der
water Group, Songkhla. Hattyai Sampan
group, Songkhla. Nakarin Group, Songkhla.
Mit Muan-Chon Group, Songkhla. Prince of
Songkhla University HAM club. Rattapume
Group, Songkhla. Klong Hoy Kong Group,
Songkhla. Vampire Group, Songkhla.
Bangkam Group, Songkha. Ton Nga-Chang
Group, Songkhla. Sadao Group, Songkhla.
Songkhla Fishery Department. WF1B
RTTY Program. E2OHHK, E20JPJ,

The total QSOs completed during 6th-16th
April 2000 are summarised below:
80

2496

Special thanks to all who supported to
E29DX DXpedition including:

Results

CW

15

Acknowledgements

April20dungoeatiCWmdn

SSB

2634

Conclusion

the 10 meters band at 1654 UTC. The Malay
Peninsula South East Group was assigned
the new IOTA designation of AS-145.

Band

1447

The DXpedition achieved its target of
activating the last remaining unnumbered
IOTA group, and receiving the RSGB
designation IOTA AS-145 identifying this
group for the future. The DXpedition
exceeded its target of making 10,000 QSOs
to enable a large number of IOTA
enthusiasts round the world to contact the
new Island Group.

Operators

CQWW Phone

1187

This DXpedition to Nu Island (Koh Nu)
during 6th-16th April 2000 achieved a total
12,495 QSOs, duplicated QSOs is 730, total
QSOs without duplicates is 11,765. Total
countries worked 136.

The station consisted of: Rig: Kenwood
TS850S, TS450S, Yaesu FT890, Icom
IC229E, IC-2GE. Ant: Tri-Bander 2 element
HB9CV, 10 meters-3ele Yagi, R7000,
HS680, 40 meters Vertical-GP, 2 meters
2x13ele Yagi, 2m 5ele Yagi, 2meters F-23.
The operators of E29DX were: E20GMY,
E2OJTW, E2OMFO, E2ONTS, E2OREX,
E2ORRW, E21AOY, E21EIC, E21LSE,
HSOGBI, HSOXNO, HSO/G3NOM,
HS1CKC, HS1KFV, HS1RU, HS2SVM,
HS2ZIU, HS4BPQ, HS5JRH, HS6NDK,
HS8BHE, HS8ECT, HS8KIS, HS9CA,
HS9CRB, HS9DP, HS9EQY, HS9FV,
HS9KTK. DXpedition leaders - HSOGBI
and HSI CKC QSL Manager - HSOGBI
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Totals

Station Equipment and Antennas

West Africa does indeed 'get under your
skin'. Add to that the need to feed the pileup addiction occasionally, the hot weather,
the low-low prices, the warm welcome
offered by everyone and the non-stop sidesplitting banter with a group of close pals and you perhaps appreciate why we keep
going back there. If you hear one of us
falling over his keyer please forgive him he is probably laughing like a drain at the
time!

(Note: asterisk indicates 'Low Power').

We look forward to working you in the
contest, on November 25-26th.

between 6th-16th April 2000 at Nu Island.
The modes of operation authorised were
Phone, CW and Digital on the frequencies
1.834-1.850, 3.524-3.526, 3.534-3.536,
7.000-7.100, 14.000-14.350, 21.000-21.450,
28.000-29.700 MHz and 2 meters VHF.

Totals
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E21CJN, E21NMS Cross band operators.
HSO/G3NOM, HSO/KA3TDZ, HSIYL,
K3ZO (HSOZAR) — sponsorship HS1RU,
HS2IQ, HS4BQP, HS9CA, HS9CUU,
HS9DP, HS9EQY, HS9FV, HS9I00,
HS9KTK, HS9PH. Thailand Group 1996

(TGHC).
www.qsl.net/tg1996

Reported by: Cy Cherdchai Yiwlek,
HSOGBI May 2, 2000

VK9WI - Willis Island DXpedition 2000
(from VK9W1 Web Page)
Why go to Willis?

Australia's contribution to world weather

data collection. Four full-time weather
observers normally staff the facility,
although at the time of our visit, there were
only 3 present.

Despite the numerous amateur radio

activations over the years by resident
Officers of the Bureau of Meteorology
(BOM) and several DXpeditions, Willis
Island remains well up in the top 100 list of
DXCC countries, especially for European
operators.
Our decision to go to Willis was based on a
number of reasons...
• We wanted somewhere reasonably close to
Australia as a trial run for future
DXpeditions,
• Willis was in the top 100 DXCC list,
• It was much easier than doing Mellish
Reef first,
• and it sounded like a lot of fun...

Planning

What's there now?

We decided to commit to going to Willis
only in January this year. Transport was to
be by my own boat, a 43ft cruising
catamaran, launched in October 1999. The
lists of tasks to be done seemed a little
daunting at first, but it's amazing what
concerted effort and determination by a
great team of people can achieve. The
timing for Willis was arranged to fit in with
existing sailing commitments for the boat
and crew. There is a yacht race at Easter
each year from Brisbane, capital of
Queensland, to Gladstone, an industrial port
about 300 nautical miles North of Brisbane.
Further yacht racing events followed up the
central Queensland coast, so these served as
a convenient means of moving the boat
north with a sailing crew.
Most of the time and effort was spent in
getting the boat ready, both for the racing
program, and for the Willis trip.

It's a 15 acre Coral atoll formed by centuries
of cyclones, measuring only 430m x 137m.
There are also 2 other atolls in the Willis
group, approx. 10 miles apart. The
Australian Government established a Bureau
of Meteorology (BOM) station there in 1921
as a Cyclone early warning station. The
station is now used for launching and Radar
tracking of weather balloons as a key part of

A website for the DXpedition was
established (www.qsl.net/vk9wi), and this
provided an excellent tool for distributing
information and news of the coming trip.
We soon had requests for activity on Willis
from various special interest groups
including 160 mtr, A0-10 satellite, EME,
and even C.B. Approaches were also made

Where is it?

Willis is a small coral island in the Coral
Sea off the North Australian coast, 250
Nautical Miles at bearing 82 degrees True
from Cairns, North Queensland. (Set your
GPS waypoint to 16deg 17.2' S, 149deg
57.4' E. if you want to anchor off the island
like we did. )
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QRZ CONTEST
Paul Brice-Stevens, GOWAT
Well hello and welcome to this months QRZ
Contest column...I shall be bringing you
contesting news and stories from CDXC
members, as well as items from the wider
contesting scene.
I hope to bring some of that 'fresh slant'
which Don mentioned in his sign off last
month.
For those of you who do not know me (most
of you) I have been a Radio Amateur for
about 5 years. My main interests revolve
around Contesting, DXing and QRP. I have
been called Bi-Modal (I think this was a
compliment!) preferring CW to SSB,
although quite happy on either mode,
however I still think my enthusiasm
outstrips my ability when it comes to CW.
OK introductions aside I feel we know each
other well enough for me to share a secret
with you, get something off my chest as it
were. This is not my column, Oh no, it is
yours! The input from members is essential,
you do not want to read 3-4 pages of blather
from me about my particular hobby-horses
and interests, and neither would you like to
enjoy article after article gleaned from the
internet (which you have probably already
read)... so Ladies and Gentlemen, pray
silence and please be upstanding for the
`Traditional Columnist Plea'...
Articles, both large and small, stories of
contesting good times and bad,
reminiscences of the old days when radio
contesting was radio contesting, all are most
welcome. If you have a topic for discussion,
or a story to tell, our doors are open. It
doesn't matter if its just an edited version of
your cover sheet, or a full blown thesis, to
paraphrase a certain pre-televisual bit of
advertising...(rustling of papers as column
editor sticks on fake handlebar moustache

and adopts Lord Kitchener pose)...your
QRZ Contest column needs YOU!
There, I feel better after Charing that with
you...on with the show.
Voodudes Away ..

Voodudes is good news...our men in West
Africa gird their loins and prepare to do
battle once more...watch out CN8WW!
November Foray to West Africa
By Roger Western, G3SXW
(e-mail: g3sxw@compuserve.com)

The Voodoo Contest Group has activated
several West African countries in CQ
World-Wide DX CW Contest in recent
Years:
CN5N, C56N, 9G5AA (twice), TY5A,
5V7A (3 times). This November, for our
ninth African foray, the plan is to again be
active from Elmina, Ghana, as 9G5AA.
We have entered the multi-multi category
several times with around ten operators,
seven stations and up to 20 antennas. Over
the years we have built up a large stock-pile
of hardware - well over one ton. This is left
in safe storage at the QTH of Ralph/9G1RQ
in Accra. By the by, Ralph will spend a few
months in UK from August and looks
forward to meeting the gang over here. You
will certainly enjoy meeting him if the
chance comes along.
In March Fred/G4BWP and I briefly visited
Ouagadougou, capital of Burkina Faso
(XT2) to reconnoitre the possibility of doing
the contest there in November. We made
some good contacts, especially
Hugo/XT2HB, discovered the best hotel
QTH and started the process of applying for
licences. However, for various reasons this
project has not yet developed far enough so
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SWL NEWS
Bob Treacher, BRS 32525
(brs32525@compuserve. corn)

8P9JA (No. 140 confirmed on 1.8MHz),
9M6CT (tnx Phil!) and 9U5D. Quite a
reasonable return in a short space of time.
We are fast approaching the autumn contest
season and I make no excuse for mentioning
the CQWW SWL Challenge. This is the
premier SWL event of the year and it is
unfortunate that as I write this, the results
from 1999 are not yet complete. Suffice it
to say that there were plenty of entries from
a large number of DXCC entities. The rules
for 2000 are the same as received wide
coverage in 1999. The idea of the Challenge
is to improve listeners' understanding of
propagation and skill in trawling the bands
to log just one station from each DXCC
entity on each of the 6 traditional HF bands.
Entries do not have to be "serious" — some
entries show just a few hours listening, but
being on the bands in CQWW is a sure-fire
way of adding to your DXCC band scores.
There are both SSB and CW sections
occurring at the same time as the
transmitting contests. So, as the sunspot
cycle will, hopefully, provide superb
conditions, I envisage that some new
records will be set in each of the categories.
My multi-multi SWL team (RS178500) will
be active again — trying to break our 1999
record! The team this year will consist of 7
SWLs and we are planning 4 vertical
antennas for HF with 4 sloping dipoles on
the LF bands and quite an array of receivers.
In considering what news to provide for the
next issue, listeners might like to provide
their DXCC "Wanted List" and details of
any useful pages on the Internet which are
useful in providing news for SWLs.
Alternatively, simply let me know what
SWL projects you have been involved in
and what DX you have been hearing.

6 metres is the band to be monitored,
comments David Whitaker BRS25429.
Over 60 DXCC entities and a hatful of new
locator squares prove David's point. When
this column appears, this year's Sporadic-E
season will be over but as propagation
conditions on this band appear not to follow
a script, it will still be worth monitoring.
The autumn season undoubtedly holds many
surprises and I hope to have a 5 element
beam up in the air during September to be
able to catch some of the DX that I am sure
will be available. As I write this, the
French DXpedition to FR had been on the
band while I was at the office, and David
refers to stations having been heard from
ZS, Z2 and 9J. It has always been a struggle
to attract new listeners to 50MHz, but
hearing the DX is not a problem using a
simple dipole antenna in the loft — I have
heard over 100 DXCC entities with such a
simple set-up. The key, however, as can be
said of catching the DX on the HF bands, is
simply being in the right place at the right
time.
As we are deep into the holiday season at
the time of compiling this column, it is,
perhaps, no surprise that no news from other
CDXC SWLs is featured this time. I hope
for at least a snippet of news from each of
the CDXC listeners in time for the next
issue — surely you are not all completely
QRT.
I have been catching up on a year's QSLing
— as well as answering a host of M2000A
cards (and even a few 9MOC stragglers!).
About 20 cards were sent direct with $ or
IRCs late in July and within two weeks,
cards had been received from E44/JA1UT
(18 and 24MHz), FOODEH (Austral Is),
TK/DL7HZ (needed for 28MHz), VK9YY,
3A2MD (needed for 28MHz), 3B7RF,
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to a number of DX clubs and commercial
organisations for sponsorship, some
successfully and others particularly less
so... But that's another story. Since this was
to be our first DXpedition, we had no prior
record of success, so I think there was doubt
in some quarters as to whether we were
serious.

start line in Moreton Bay, on time, and
raring to get going. The race to Gladstone is
a story in itself, but I'll concentrate here on
things affecting the radio aspects of the trip.
Following the Brisbane-Gladstone race,
there was a series of races starting in
Gladstone and going on to Yeppoon, on the
central Queensland coast.

People

Setback!

In the initial discussions with the BOM, it
was proposed to have a crew of only 4
operators. We were required to be fully selfsufficient, so that there was no load on the
limited resources of the Island staff. Harry
(VK4DH), and myself have been sailing
together for over 30 years. While there is
extensive sailing knowledge, neither of us
had participated in a DXpedition before.
Since the crew numbers were limited, it was
essential that we find other operators with
extensive DXpedition experience and skills.
Alan Meek - VK4BKM took a lot of
convincing to come to Willis. The
conversation went something like —
"Alan, do you want to come to Willis with
us?"
"Gee - I'll have to think about it - - - OK."
Nick VK2ICV (VK9LX) was a little harder
to convince. He was concerned initially
about going by sailing boat, as he had little
experience with sailing. A quick trip to
Brisbane for a day's sailing on the boat soon
convinced him though, so we had our team.
As planning progressed, we decided that, for
safety, we should have one person on the
boat at all times. After discussions with the
BOM, the team was increased to 5 with
Peter - VK4APG. Peter is a great friend, a 6
metre enthusiast, a superb cook, and a very
experienced sailor, so we were more that
pleased to have him join us.

The weather during the Gladstone-Yeppoon
race had deteriorated somewhat, with strong
south-east winds, driving rain, and rough
seas. Racing in Yeppoon was cancelled one
day due to the strong winds. In the
following race, we were pushing the boat
rather hard when there was a crash, and 55'
of mast, rigging, and sails came down
around us! Fortunately, no one was injured.
This was a major setback for the
DXpedition, as new masts of this size
usually take many weeks to manufacture,
and we were due at Willis in less than 10
days.
I contacted the company which had built the
mast for the boat and explained the urgency
of our situation. I must compliment the
management and staff from Allyacht Spars
in Brisbane for their efforts in
manufacturing the mast, transporting it 800
km north by road to Yeppoon, and rerigging the boat, all in 8 days. Well done
Allyachts!
Plans all change

The mast re-rigging meant that we had to
leave for Willis from Yeppoon instead of
further north as planned. This meant an
extended voyage out to the island for the
radio crew of 655 nm, (approx. 1190 km).
Nick VK2ICV flew up from Sydney into
Brisbane instead, and helped us load the
gear. For transport north from Brisbane to
Yeppoon, we used a car, trailer, and a 1
tonne mini-van. When all was aboard, even
some of the spare bunk space was used for
the cartons of rigs and supplies.

Sailing Aspects

The months leading up to Easter seemed to
go past in a blur, with so many details to
arrange. Good Friday found us at the race
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progress on the station's weather radar from
when we were 50 miles off. They gave us
some advice on where to anchor off the
island for the night, so we lowered sails and
motored closer. By 1:30 am we were safely
at anchor.
The first thing we noticed after the engine
stopped was the noise of the birds from the
Island several hundred metres away. The
birds squawk all day, and all night.

We set sail

When we departed Yeppoon, the winds
were 20-25 knots from the southeast. At
least they were taking us in the right
direction. During the day however, the
weather deteriorated, the wind strength
increased to 30-35 knots, and the seas built
to around 4 meters. Nick became less than
well, and discussed how he felt with the fish
on a few occasions.
We decided to take shelter behind South
Percy Island until things improved. After 36
hours, the weather was showing signs of
abating, and the forecast sounded promising,
so we set off again for the passage out
through the Great Barrier Reef, and on to
Willis.
The Great Barrier Reef stretches for over
2000 km along the coat of Queensland. In
the south, it is a broad scattering of
individual reefs around 200 km out from the
coast, but as you move north, the reef
becomes denser and closer to the coast, until
it forms almost a continuous barrier to the
Coral Sea.
There are a number of navigable passages
out through the reef, and modem GPS
systems make these a relatively simple task.
Once through the tide races and swells of
the "Hydrographers Passage", the trip
became more relaxed. Nick actually started
to enjoy the sailing, and his "sea-legs"
improved.
Two things in particular made a great
impression on me during the voyage.
Firstly, what a lonely place the Coral Sea
is... In the whole time we were outside the
Barrier Reef, we did not sight another single
ship... And the colour of the water there has
to be seen to be believed. It is the deepest
and densest blue I have ever seen.

Daylight

Daylight brought our first real sight of our
home for the next 10 days. We were struck
by the sight of countless birds wheeling in
the sky and the waves pounding on the
exposed reef off to the south of us. The wind
kept the boat's wind generator at a constant
whirr, something only found in true
tradewinds away from land.
But ah! The water! The colours were
astounding.
A better anchorage

We decided to move the boat into the
downwind side of the island. This would
provide some protection from the waves at
high tide when the reef was covered, and the
swell rolled almost uninterrupted past the
island. We motored around to the north west
end of Willis, and I chose what I thought
looked like a sandy spot between patches of
coral. The echo sounder seemed to be
playing tricks with the depth, reading 5
metres and then 20, so we anchored over a
"Sand spot". The ceaseless wind and waves
blurred the water surface, so we paid out the
chain and dug the anchor in securely. The
boat tugged ceaselessly on the chain in the
25 knot wind. I decided that a quick swim
with a snorkel would let me see how the
anchor was set, and the water was 26C,
wann and inviting.
Climbing down the stem ladder on the boat,
I donned fins and goggles, and swam off.
The view below the water surface was
spectacular to say the least. I could see the
55 meters of anchor chain suspended off in

Arrival off Willis

Just after midnight on 13 May, we sighted
the island lights of Willis, and gave them a
call on the marine VHF. They were
expecting us, and had been tracking our
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DXpeditioners, in particular, need to get a
copy as there are rule changes as well as
island listing changes which may affect their
expedition plans for the summer, including
in particular the IOTA Contest.
Copies are available from 19 June from the
following address: RSGB IOTA
Programme, PO Box 9, Potters Bar, Herts
EN6 3RH, England. For information on
prices etc check the RSGB website at
http://www.rsgb.org.uk (Click "Browse Our
Book Catalogue" and then "Awards" in
"Catalogue Contents") or e-mail
sales@rsgb.org.uk .
DISTRIBUTOR
AMERICA:
The Island

FOR

Inc. (http:www.sat.net/--iref)
is
the
distributor for the IOTA Directory 2000 in
North America. All profits from the sale of
these Directories by IREF will go toward
the funding of expeditions to new or rare
IOTA qualifying islands.
Send your order ($16.00 plus $3.00 postage)
to IREF Inc., 118 Oak Ridge Drive, New
Braunfels, Texas 78132 USA. [TNX Mike
Crownover, AD5A, e-mail ad5a@sat.net ]
Roger Balister, G3KMA Mauro Pregliasco,
11JQJ
RSGB IOTA Manager RSGB IOTA
Committee Member (Europe)
Past IOTA Notices are available at
http://www.425dxn.org/iota

NORTH

Radio Expedition Foundation,

DX CALENDAR
(nix 425 DX News for most of this)

01/01-31/12 IOTA 2000 (http://www.cdxc.org.uk )
till November 3W6LC: Vietnam by VK6LC
till 30/11 5B40: special prefix (Cyprus)
till 31/12 3Z, HB2, II0 special prefixes, 9AY2K, IIOCV, IUOPAW, HF7OPZK, SI75A & SIxSSA
special calls
till 02/11 AX: special prefix (Olympic Games)
till 06/11 HF6WR: special event station (Poland)
till 20/10 SN600UJ: special event call (Poland)
till 2001 UAOQBA: Kotelny Island (AS-028)
till December VKOMM: Macquarie Island
till December VQ9QM: Chagos (AF-006) by W4QM
till 31/12 ZSOM: South Africa by ZS6MG
26/08-26/09 5R8GQ: Madagascar (AF-013) by AD6KA
01/09-15/09 AS: Bhutan by Fs
01/09-10/09 IA5/IKOMBR: La Cappa (HA GR-013)
01/09-31/12 IR5ONU: special event station
02/09-13/09 VK9XV: Christmas Island (OC-002) by PA3GIO
03/09-13/09 IA5/IKOYUJ: Giglio Island (EU-028)
05/09-25/09 ZD9ZM: Tristan da Cunha (AF-029) by G3ZEM
07/09-11/09 VK6CJ: Cassini Island (0C-7??) by VK8s
12/09-22/09 JA6GXK: Danjo Archipelago (AS-056)
15/09-16/09 48th W9DXCC Convention (Illinois)
16/09-01/10 HO1A: Contadora Island (NA-072) by DLs
17/09-25/09 HQOR: Honduras by EAs
18/09-26/09 3D2AD and 3D2AU: Fiji by YT1AD and Z32AU
(continues on p.50)
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EU-180/Pr EM5UIA Lebyazh'i Islands (July
2000)
NA-064 AL7RB/P Attu Island, Near Islands
(September 1999)
NA-155 TE6U Uvita Island (May 2000)
OC-202 DX4RIG Tinaga Island, Calagua
Islands (April 2000)
SA-050 (++) CE8/R3CA Riesco Island
(January 2000)
(++) In IOTA Directory 2000 Riesco Island
falls in an unnumbered group but, following
the procedure explained there, will not
attract a new reference number until a
further valid operation has taken place.
Checkpoints are not authorised to credit
QSL cards for operations from which
validation material is still awaited.

they can submit a completed Conversion
Sheet covering all the groups affected.
Copies of this will be available on the
RSGB IOTA Web-site (for downloading) or
from IOTA HQ in late July. Checkpoints
have been instructed not to process cards
without this.
In the meantime, please do not ask questions
of the IOTA Manager, Checkpoints,
Committee or HQ as to the validity of a
particular card. If you have any doubt that
the card you have for an "old" contact will
be accepted, e.g. because the island is not
listed in the Directory, work the group again
when you hear it on the air. In due course
you will be able to submit these cards to
Checkpoints as part of the Conversion
Exercise.

IMPORTANT MESSAGE TO AWARD
APPLICANTS

Things are currently moving very fast on the
IOTA front. If you are not already a regular
visitor, do check for latest developments the
website at
http://www.eo19.dial.pipex.com/index.shtml

PROCEDURE

1. Applicants submitting a first-time
application on the basis of the islands listing
in Directory 2000 may apply for credit for
any of the new groups.
2. Applicants submitting a first-time
application on the basis of the islands listing
in a Directory issued before 2000 may not
apply for credit for groups listed above
which are marked with a star (*).
3. Applicants, updating an existing score on
the HQ database, may apply for credit for
groups marked with a star ( 5) only if they
have already converted their record on to a
Directory 2000 basis by means of a
Conversion Sheet (see below).
The purpose of this is to prevent the same
island being counted for credit in two
groups since most of the starred groups were
split from other listed groups.
CONVERSION SHEETS

Current IOTA members with a score
credited at IOTA HQ are asked to delay
applying for credit for the New Groups until

UPDATE INFORMATION

HONOUR ROLL /ANNUAL LISTING

This year's Honour Roll and Annual
Listings are available on the RSGB IOTA
Website at http://www.rsgbiota.org/ . Please
note that they reflect members' scores as at 1
February 2000 and that updates or new
applications received since are not included.
Any queries should be raised with your
Checkpoint.
The Honour Roll and Annual Listings
(RSGB members only) were published in
the August issue of Radio Communication.
IOTA DIRECTORY 2000

IOTA Directory 2000 was published by
RSGB on 19 June. If you are an active
IOTA participant, or indeed a closet island
chaser, you will need a copy as the island
listings have undergone a complete revision.
The changes are sufficiently significant that,
without the new Directory, you will be at a
real disadvantage. Manually updating an
earlier version will not be a feasible option.

mid water to the top of a distant coral
bommie, and then the next bommie beyond
that again! The water between the coral
pillars was 20 meters deep, with fish
swimming everywhere. So clear! The
anchor was hooked onto a limestone
boulder, so secure that I was concerned how
we could eventually get it off.

•
•
•
•
•

Kenwood TS60 for 6 metres
Kenwood FL1000 linear,
Dentron Linear
Ameritron AL8OB Linear (spare),
Antennas were a Battle Creek Special
for 160/ 80/ 40,
• Cushcraft Tribander for 20/15/10,
• Cushcraft A3WS for the 30/ 18/ 12
WARC bands,
• K6STI optimised 5 ele Yagi for 6m.
We also had brought 144 and 432 MHz
beams and equipment for A0-10 operation,
which due to subsequent events, we
unfortunately could not get time to set up.

Meet the MET staff

Harry and I went ashore in the dinghy to
meet Gary Malpass, one of the Met Officers
who had walked down to the beach to meet
us. We went up to the station and met Adam
Gimes, the Technical officer, and the OIC,
Rob Thompson, who gave us a tour of the
establishment. Rob showed us where we
could set up our gear with minimum
inconvenience to them, so we returned to the
boat to start unpacking.

Operating Bands

We operated on all bands from 160 to 6m,
on CW and SSB, with RTTY on 40 and 20.
Accidents

During antenna erection, Harry tripped over

Gear ashore

a guy-wire peg and gashed his leg rather
badly, which virtually immobilised him for
the rest of the trip.
On the second night, Peter VK4APG was
bringing the evening meal ashore for
everyone. Getting out of the dinghy on the
beach, Peter slipped in the coral gravel and
fell onto his side. At the same instant, a
wave hit the other side of the dinghy, and
the hard bottom edge of the dinghy came
down on his ankle like a blunt axe,
shattering his ankle and leg in 3 places. This
was a really serious accident.

We loaded the gear into the dinghy at low
tide when the reef was exposed and the
swells were less. First items ashore were
fresh fruit and vegetables, medical supplies
and mail which we'd brought from the
mainland for the Willis staff.
Wheelbarrows borrowed from the station
were used to ferry the gear up the track from
the beach. We were careful not to disturb
the gulls nesting everywhere, on the beach,
and even right on the track, so we weaved
between the nests.
Setup

Thoughts about full evacuation

Nick's tribander for 20/ 15/ 10 was erected
the first afternoon and set up with the FT920
and Nick's Dentron linear. Unfortunately, a
computer problem on his laptop later that
day lost a chunk of detail of initial contacts.
Great efforts were made to recover the file,
but it was to no avail. Multiple file backups
were made after that.

We went through all the contingency plans

of what we would do if we had to fully
evacuate to get Peter back to the mainland.
Around midnight, Cairns hospital advised us
by satellite phone that they would send a
chopper for evacuation of VK4APG to the
mainland.
WARC antenna down

Radio Setup

The WARC antenna had been set up
adjacent to the chopper pad, so we pulled it
down temporarily for more landing space.

Our equipment list included
• two Yaesu FT-920's,
• Yaesu FT847 for A0-10
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EU and the East coast W's. We took time
for the QRP stations and listened around the
edges of the pileups. We made a few
mistakes, of course, mainly due to
inexperience on my part, but the feedback
from our pilots and the website seemed to
be very good.
Final QSO Tally - 18,607

Chopper leaves

The helicopter arrived after a long 3 hour
trip from Cairns. Willis is almost at the limit
of the chopper's range, and they had to fully
refuel from the diesel supply on the island.
The nurse checked Peter's leg and prepared
him for the trip back. She also had a quick
look at the work we'd done on Harry's leg
and pronounced that he too would probably
survive after all. On reflection, it was
decided that VK4APG had broken his leg
intentionally so he could both come on the
DXpedition, and also get home to work us
for a new country towards his 6mtr DXCC.
A little humour helped ease the worry of the
situation...

Band

SSB

CW

RTTY

160m

3

211

0

80m

28

549

0

40m

200

145

0

30m

0

192

0
147

20m

2717

1330

Starvation sets in

17m

1057

505

0

Now we came up against a real problem —
our master chef had left us unexpectedly.
We had all the food ingredients, but as with
any great cook, the secret recipes were all in
his head. Harry with his damaged leg
became the caretaker of the boat, and
decided that he really could cook after all. A
wonderful roast lamb dinner with all the
trimmings proved to be a great morale boost
for all, considering the stress of worrying
about APG. However, he asked that we not
tell his wife what a good cook he was...

15m

3258

1207

345

12m

1329

456

0

10m

2538

683

115

6m

1374

218

0

Sat

0

0

0

12504

5496

607

TOTALS

BBQ's for the Willis Staff

We put on a couple of BBQ lunches and
dinners for the Willis staff, which were
much appreciated. The "Booby-Bird Bitter",
the local home brew, proved to be an
excellent drop.

Operating Routine

After the dramas of the accidents with Peter
4APG and Harry VK4DH, the day-to-day
radio operation seemed to just blur into
routine. There were just continuous pileups
to be worked whenever a band was open. As
Harry VK4DH had to stay on the boat most
of the time, we were limited to effectively 2
Y2 operators. It was a fairly exhausting
schedule, but we managed to maintain our
sense of humour.
The JAs were endlessly polite and orderly,
the W's were friendly and strong, and then
there were some of the EUs... It's a pity a
few can manage to spoil things for the
rest...
We tried to work the harder areas such as

Packup

Our planned departure date arrived, and we
commenced pull-down of the stations
progressively. Nick VK2ICV continued
operating as late as possible. It was much
easier taking the gear downhill to the beach
than carting it all uphill as on arrival.
Trip home

The winds during our stay on the island
were seldom less than 20-25 knots, so we
were expecting a reasonable trip back to the
Queensland coast. We had planned to come
back through the Great Barrier Reef via
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IOTA CORNER

SA-087 LU Santa Cruz Province North
group (Argentina)

IOTA REFERENCE NUMBERS

ISSUED

AF-085 ZS Western Cape Province North
West group (South Africa)

OPERATIONS
WHICH
HAVE
PROVIDED
ACCEPTABLE
VALIDATION MATERIAL (+) «<

AF-086 * D4 Windward Islands (Cape
Verde)

AF-085 ZS31ER Elephant Rock (April
2000)
AS-012 JA4PXE/6 Nagashima (May 2000)
AS-012 JI3DST/6 Nagashima (May 2000)
AS-037 JI3DST/6 Kami-Koshikijima,
Koshikijima Islands (April/May 2000)
AS-056 JA4PXE/6 Ojima, Danjo Islands
(May 2000)
AS-067 JA4PXE/6 Uji Island (May 2000)
AS-067 JI3DST/6 Uji Island (May 2000)
AS-117
JA4PXE/4
Kasadoshima
(February/March 2000)
AS-145 E29DX Koh Nu (April 2000)
AS-146 BI4L Changdao Island (May 2000)
NA-213 KB5GL/4 Dauphin Island (June
2000)
SA-013 XROZY San Ambrosio Island
(April 2000)
SA-087 AYON/X Pinguino Island (April
2000)

AF-087/Pr 5H Tanga Region group
(Tanzania)
AS-145 HS Malay Peninsula South East
group (Thailand)
AS-146 BY4 Shandong Province North East
group (China)
AS-147 * JAS Hokkaido's Coastal Islands
(Japan)
EU-170 * 9A Dalmatia North group
(Croatia)
EU-171 * OZ Jylland North group
(Denmark)
EU-172 * OZ Jylland East and Fyn group
(Denmark)
EU-173 * OHl Lansi-suomi (Pori) Province
group (Finland)
EU-174 * SV Makedonia / Thraki Region
group (Greece)
EU-175 * CU3-7 Central group (Portugal:
Azores)

(+) Includes operations where validation
material was volunteered, ie not specifically
required for credit to be given - in all cases
cards now submitted will be accepted by
Checkpoints if they meet normal standards.

EU-176 * SM3 Gavleborg County group
(Sweden)
EU-177/Pr * SM5 Sodermanland /
Ostergotland County group (Sweden)
EU-178/Pr * ES0,8 Pamumaa County /
Saaremaa County South group (Estonia)
EU-179/Pr * UR Mykolayivs'ka /
Khersons'ka Obl: Black Sea Coast group
(Ukraine)
EU-180/Pr * UR Respublika Krym: Black
Sea Coast group (Ukraine)
NA-213 * W4 Alabama State group (United
States)

OPERATIONS FROM
WHICH
VALIDATION MATERIAL IS AWAITED

AF-087/Pr 5I3A Yambe Island (July 2000)
EU-177/Pr SM4DDS/5 Aspoja Island (June
2000)
EU-178/Pr ES1QX/8 Kihnu Island (June
2000)
EU-179/Pr UR5ZEL/P Berezan' Island (July
2000)
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particular the opera of Verdi. And, filtering
down, as it were, La Traviata, on the video
of Franco Zefferelli's immortal film of that
work, with Placido Domingo as Alfredo. No
possibile? Si! Es possibile. It happened.
Golfing friends who try vainly to get me to
join them in a round early in the morning
often ask why I waste my time on "that
radio nonsense". How can I explain?

signal reports, names and locations, weather
reports and details of equipment and
antennas. But, DXers empathy being what it
is, we both knew that wouldn't suffice. We
went on to family, to interests and to music.
Yes, music — and all this with only a
smattering of each other's language. My
gratitude to Samuel Morse is boundless.
Across 6,000 miles, in dits and dahs, we
discovered a mutual passion — opera. In

General Motors vs. Microsoft!

7. The oil, water, temperature and alternator
lights would be replaced by a single
"general car fault" warning light.
8. New seats would force everyone to have
the same size butt
9. The airbag system would ask, "Are you
sure?" before going off.
10.Occasionally, for no reason whatsoever,
your car would lock you out and refuse to
let you in until you simultaneously lifted the
door handle, turned the key and grabbed
hold of the radio antenna.
11.GM would require all car buyers to also
purchase a deluxe set of road maps from
Rand McNally (now a GM subsidiary), even
though they neither need nor want them.
Attempting to delete this option would
immediately cause the car's performance to
diminish by 50% or more. Moreover GM
would become a target for investigation by
the Justice Dept.
12.Every time GM introduced a new model
car, buyers would have to learn how to drive
all over again because the controls would
not operate in the same manner as the old
car.
13.You'd press the "start" button to shut off
the engine.

At a recent computer expo, Bill Gates
reportedly compared the computer industry
to the auto industry and stated, "If GM had
kept up with technology like the computer
industry has, we would all be driving $25
cars that got 1,000 miles to the gallon".
In response to Bill's comments, General
Motors issued a press release stating, "If
GM had developed technology like
Microsoft, we would all be driving cars with
the following characteristics:
1. Your car would crash twice daily for no
reason whatsoever.
2. You would have to buy a new car every
they repainted the lines on the road.
3. Occasionally your car would die on the
freeway for no reason, and you would just
accept this, restart and drive on.
4. Occasionally, executing a manoeuvre
such as a left turn would cause your car to
shut down and refuse to restart, in which
case you would have to reinstall the engine.
5. Only one person at a time could use the
car, unless you bought "Car98" or "CarNT".
But then you would have to buy more seats.
6. Macintosh would make a car that was
powered by the sun, reliable, five times as
fast, and twice as easy to drive, but would
only run on 5 percent of the roads.
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extended holiday in the Whitsundays after
Willis. Our wives and families will join us
for the school holidays at the start of June.
Harry has taken 3 months long-service leave
for the DXpedition and cruise after, and now
doesn't know if he'll ever be able to go back
to work again. The Whitsunday Islands are a
cruising paradise. We're really suffering
from all this stress and hardship, but I guess
someone has to do these things... I'm just
glad it's us...

Flinders Passage, just north of the coastal
town of Bowen. This track should have been
a better sailing angle to the Southeast trades.
On the morning of our departure, the wind
strength rose to 25-30 knots. It was as if
Huey, the great weather God of the South
Pacific, wanted us home in a hurry.
We set sail with 2 reefs in the mainsail, and
the small staysail, a much-reduced sail area
than normal. This proved to be a good
choice however, as the waves beyond the
shelter of the Willis reefs were 3-4 meters
and building. The wind strength and waves
rose through the day, but the boat handled
the conditions beautifully, close-reaching at
8-10 knots across the faces of the seas. Our
ever-reliable and best crewman, the
Autopilot, with the help of the GPS, kept us
right on track for the whole trip.
Nick VK2ICV suffered only a little from
seasickness on the way home, but we think
he'll get to be a sailor yet. Compared to
stories of seasickness from other
DXpeditions, it seems that the stability and
ride of catamarans is far more comfortable
than the rolling motion of monohulls for the
non-experienced.

Some Reflections

Time for a few reflections on the trip. It
seems a little like a dream now. So many
new experiences packed into such a short
time. We've all learnt an enormous amount
from Willis. The boat has proven itself an
excellent vehicle for these types of trips,
comfortable, stable, and seaworthy. The
disadvantage is the reduced payload and
crew numbers compared with larger charter
vessels. I guess I'll just have to get a bigger
boat The isolation and loneliness of the
Coral Sea was striking, so much space, and
no other people. The birds on Willis were
amazing, so many packed into such a small
space.
The water clarity there was stunning. When
the sea settled at low tide, the visibility
underwater was around 200ft or 60 meters
on some days.
From the website feedback, which we really
thank you all for, the operation seems to
have been highly successful, despite the
problems with crew injuries.

Holiday after

We pulled into the marina at Bowen and
unloaded the radio gear from the boat into
Alan's one-tonne van for the trip back to
Brisbane. The van was groaning, but we
managed to fit it all in. Nick got a bus back
to Proserpine south of Bowen to catch his
flight back to Sydney. The airline had been
less-than-helpful regarding his ticket
arrangements due to the changed travel
plans caused by the mast incident. No
thanks to them...
So here we are... Peter is back in Brisbane
into DX4WIN working hard at the QSLs.
Over two thousand have been posted to date.
Nick is back at his watch-repairing business
in Sydney, and Alan is back managing
Thrifty Car Rentals in Brisbane.
Meanwhile, Harry and I had planned an

What have we learnt?

We now have enormous respect for the
crews of DXpedition to REALLY difficult
locations. We needed more contingency
planning for the totally unexpected events.
If you don't think it can possibly ever
happen, then it probably will.
And next time, our band planning will be
better, the Website will have logs and more
photos sooner, and we already have a new
inflatable zodiac dinghy instead of the tinny.
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Shortcomings? We wished we could have
made more QSOs, and been active on AO10 also, but with the reduced crew numbers,
this was physically just not possible.

To the people who loaned us equipment,
thank you one and all. We hope the gear has
all returned in good shape, because we may
need it again ?
To our pilots, Bill - GOVDE and Adam VK4CP. Thanks for all the effort. I hope it
was fun, and that you'll want do it again
next year ?
Finally, to the Willis Team, thank you one
and all - bloody well done!

Did we have fun?

Apart from the injuries to Harry and Peter —
you bet we did!
We now have a collection of parts that we're
going to assemble as a memento for
VK4APG comprising all the strained and
broken fittings from the boat, mounted on
his splint from the evacuation.

Where next?

We're already planning the next trip — It'll
be VK9MR - Mellish Reef 2001, so stay
tuned!

Thank you's

First and foremost, we'd like to thank the
staff on Willis for all their assistance,
courtesy, hospitality and good humour in the
face of some adversity.
To the DX groups and commercial
organisations who provided sponsorship,
thanks for your confidence in us, and your
support. We hope we met our part of the
bargain, and provided value in return for
your donation.

Is VK4APG OK?

Peter's leg continues to improve. He and his
wife Carole have a part-share in a Canal
Boat in France and a trip had been planned
there for the end of July. There was some
concern for a while that he wouldn't be able
to make it, but he's determined they'll be
there. Here's hoping! Get well soon PJ.

ANONYMOUS CONTESTERS
Roger Western, G3SXW (g3sxw@compuserve.com)

The pressure is on and the adrenaline is
flowing. This time the rotator is NOT going
to get stuck and everything is looking good.
The contest started with a really good run
for several hours. Now it's time to find some
multipliers.
Search & Pounce mode works well. Some
easy new multipliers go in to the log
quickly. Who's that? He's really loud,
snappy operating, with a small pile-up. Must
check this one because he will be easy to
work. He sends 'TU' and the pile calls. After
the next contact he sends 'TU', again without
giving his call-sign. And the next time. This
I definitely do NOT like. Just sit and wait.
Do I need him, have we already worked, is
he a new multiplier? If he's not then it's not

worth waiting. Should I be patient or come
back later? Give him one more chance.
Again he finishes with no call-sign. Damn
his hide, as our American cousins might say.
OK, once more. Again no call-sign. My fist
hits the desk. This is wasting MY time. Stay
calm - he will be easy to work as and when
and if (ever) I find out that I need him. But
this is extremely irritating!
Finally, after nine QSOs he sends his callsign just once at 35 wpm but people are
sending 'call?' so I only copy two letters
through the QRM. Now his pile-up
disappears. Not surprising really - no-one
knows who he is. He would be REALLY
easy to work though. Here we go again, he
is STILL not identifying. I can't stand this
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As I Lay Waking

(reproduced courtesy of the Sutton & Cheam RS newsletter, and forwarded by Roland, G4HSD)
It was one of those nights when, as age
advances, sleep retreats — becomes evasive.
If one has drawn any philosophy from
experiencing for 70-odd years the vagaries
of existence, that is no great problem. There
are alternatives to sleeping; one can eat, one
can drink, one can find inspiration from the
pages of literature — Shakespeare, Proust,
Shaw, T. E. Lawrence, even Laurie Lee — or
solace, from the creations of Mozart,
Beethoven, Bach, Brahms or Chopin. Time
passes. Sleep comes. Always.
On this particular night came the need to
communicate. After eating or drinking? I
don't recall. Just the need. To communicate
with whom? It didn't matter. Just do it.
So, rising from my bed, I switched on my
communicator. The FT-1000MP leapt into
life. The display lit up to reveal gorgeously
my pathway to the world.
Yet again I re-live the whole process. A
thought takes shape in my brain. Its origin I
cannot know. The thought stimulates an
electro-chemical chain of command through
my nervous system. Down through my arm
the synapses and receptors convey the
thought to my fingers causing them to caress
the twin paddles of the ETM-SQ. Thence
through the ETM-COG9, electrons flow into
the FT. Maybe some reader can explain
exactly what happens inside the FT.
Franldy, I cannot — it's a Black Box. From
the BB (FT) electrons flow via the ATU, up
the little black ladder (heavyweight 300 ohm
feeder) to the 2 x 66ft lengths of wire
suspended 35fl up between the pole on the
house and pole in the tree down the garden.
What happens next almost defies description
— lobes appear around the wires. And what
are lobes? You may well ask. It appears that
the electrons that came along the 66ft wires
are anxious to escape — but fail to do so.
Instead, by their frantic efforts they excite a

mass of adjacent atoms and they, in turn,

excite their neighbours so that a whole load
of energy starts breaking off into the
atmosphere. And it does it in beautiful
patterns, of which the lobes describe the
areas of maximum radiated power. With
nothing to stop it, there energy streaks off
into space, forever. Who said there's no
such thing as perpetual motion?
Fortunately, in view of my desire to
communicate, there is something to impede
this stream of energy (sometimes) — the
Heaviside layer. Discovered by the
Cambridge scientist of that name and now
known to be several layers of ionised atoms
between 150 and 350 miles up, these bounce
the frantic energy back to earth. To land
where? Ah! That'd be telling. Advanced
students of propagation might suggest a
theoretical are of the globe at which they'll
arrive, but they'd probably be proved
wrong. It's still a question of, in the grand
old phrase, "suck it and see". That's the
endless beauty, the compulsive mystery of
HF DX operating.
On this night it so happened that another
human in the world also felt the same need
to communicate. He was "Tuning the
bands". He heard a little sensation in his
ears — just that. As an aware op.. he tuned
more closely. He selected a finer filter. He
chose a section of the waveform giving
greater clarity. He resolved reada3ble Morse
code. He heard and could understand me.
His name was Luis. He lived in Argentina —
that's where some part of my little stream of
energy had landed. And all generated with
one light bulb's-worth of power. 14)0 watts —
fed into those wires over the garden. Of
course, Luis wasn't burning the midnight
oil. He had just finished a late supper and
fancied a "listen".
We went through the procedures; exchanged
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on the band, there is a quite impressive
record. Consider some of the following;
• Worked all states on two bands,
• Worked all continents on 80metres
• 190 countries worked
• 50 countries on 80metres
• DXCC on 10m
• 100 Countries in two weeks
So what about standards, about operating
practice, about practical ability? Have they
all slipped as a result of this new class of
licence? I think we can say not. There are of
course examples of poor operating practice
in all classes of licence, from all countries.
I've heard examples of inexperience, I'm
sure we all have, but in general the standards
of operation of the Class A/B's has been
good, and most are fast learners.
What is certain though is that the M5's have
had a lot of fun, and after all, this is a hobby.
If we aren't having fun, why are we in it?
Let me quote a few of the other M5's.
"I made my first QSO with a neighbour
round the corner. Shaking in my shoes as I
sat with the mike in my hand for the first
time, ALONE. The joy of that was that two
breakers from Kenya came in to make a
great start to the log."
"First day on I worked Thailand, and last
month was pleased to work ZL."
"Best contact? Difficult to say, but maybe it
was VK6 on 80m, or EM1KY in Antarctica
on 20m, or eventually managing the 4W in
the pileup!"
For myself, my first contact was on 10m to
Brazil, and I notice in my log that I
immediately tried every other band. My
80m dipole seemed to work everywhere,
with the help of the tuner. Since then, I've
put a tribander on the tower, and more
recently an 80m loop has replaced the
dipole, which had several modifications
before being put on the shelf.
But what about the CW? Have those who

gained a pass at 5wpm continued and
become keen on the key, or having passed
that hurdle, have they dropped that awful
mode? From my correspondence with some
M5's there is a real mixture. Some have
indeed have just dropped Morse, and
banished the key. Others have been very
keen and are now proficient at much higher
speeds, some taking the 12 wpm test, others
not bothering to be tested, just using it.
There are others, like me, who are
somewhere in between; an occasional CW
contact to keep from forgetting it all, but not
particularly keen on a mode that I found
quite difficult to master, even at 5wpm. One
MM5 told me that he has had lots of CW
contacts on 6m, but only 2 on HF since
passing that test.
So how successful has this been, this new
class of licence? Well, as the number of
M5's issued approaches about 250 it could
be said that these are 250 in the hobby that
wouldn't otherwise have been there, and in a
hobby with reducing numbers, and
increasing pressure on our spectrum
allocation, this has to be a good thing.
Certainly the bands haven't been inundated
with sloppy practices, bad language, QRM,
and so on, at least no more than was there
already! So we must judge this a success
story. Certainly there has been little
criticism on air. One M5 mentioned some
adverse comment from a GM3, but this
seems an isolated case. In many more cases
there has been encouragement, and best
wishes, from both within and outwith the
UK.
Since this country has started this trend, a
number more have followed, and others are
planning to. From my own experience I can
say that the MM5 call has been a real
assistance in pileups, and in CQs, where the
unusual prefix has attracted the attention of
the DX, and as a keen DXer I can't see that
getting a MMO call would be any advantage,
even if my poor Morse ability could stretch
to it!
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any longer. What a lid. So selfish. He should
be disqualified from the contest or
preferably banned from the universe.
So, I put him in memory and tune up the
band. I work two or three more multipliers,
find a vaguely clear frequency and try a CQ
which achieves only two contacts before I'm
over-whelmed by QRM. Move on again.
Another one mult. I've got to re-establish a
CQ frequency but before that let's just check
that lid down on 013. Click. Would you
believe it, right at that very moment he
sends TU with his call-sign, in the clear.
But bad luck, fellow - I just worked that
multiplier up the band and don't need you
any longer. Some crumb of comfort as I
give up an easy QSO just for the pleasure of
not calling him. Now if only I ran a blacklist that fellow would be on it in big, block
letters, never again to enter my log.
CQ. Good progress. Time to go to 40
metres. Get some good rate there also, then
mult-hunting again. I've noted 2-3
frequencies from the second receiver and
quickly knock them off. Who's this?
Another one not sending his call. Can you
believe these people? Six QSOs go by and
every other one he tells someone 'QSO B4'.
Folks are asking 'call?' on the frequency but
he seems to delight in not sending it. I can't
stand it any longer. Dropping in my call he
instantly says 'G3SXW QSO B4 QRZ'.
What a waste of both our time. I still don't
know who he is but I'm having so much
trouble stopping my blood from boiling that
I just swing the VFO away.
Now, hold on. We can't let these
incompetent contesters ruin our fun, let
alone the score. Calm down and get on with
it. Interesting that inexperience doesn't
irritate me these days and failing to get
through pile-ups is merely a new challenge.
But suffering at the hands of an Anonymous
Contester is the one time that I find it really
hard to stop my right fist from smashing the
rig.
This style of operating is not only stupid it is

incredibly selfish.
Why Do They Do It?

Why do they choose to disadvantage

themselves so seriously and to make
themselves so seriously unpopular? Maybe
one of them would care to tell us.
Meanwhile let us speculate:
1 - they think it will increase the QSO rate.
Sending the call only once every ten times
means nine times less, multiplied by the
number of dots and dashes - yes, we all
know that tired old argument. It is simply
WRONG. In the first place the time-saving
is really marginal, and still only a small
fraction of the time spent CQing without
replies. So this is really not an issue. More
importantly it leads to wasted time (dupe
callers) and missed QSOs (maybe mults)
when people are not prepared to wait. The
downside, may I suggest, is far greater than
any marginal time- saving.
2 - a competitive ploy to gain contesting
advantage by making others waste their
time. If anyone admitted to such an intention
they should be banned for life. But there are
a few, believe me, who will stop at nothing,no moral scruples, no 'spirit of the contest',
no 'sportsmanlike conduct'. Especially
newer contesters and especially those who
have never been an SWL. Maybe sick
attitudes like this merely reflect the downhill
slide in moral values in society generally.
After all, why should amateur radio be
exempt from having its fair share of social
misfits?
3 - he simply gets carried away with the
thrill of the pile-up and forgets to send his
call-sign. He has heard others doing it, so it
must be OK. Poor chap - he will not win the
contest but hopefully will learn over time
that this is holding him back.
Who Are They?

This syndrome can be heard from all over
the world but it must be said that it is most
common from zones 15 and 16. I have no
idea why that should be. Somehow, the
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contesting learning-experience and culture is
different, maybe as a result of the clubsystem. It seems to have become an
acceptable operating-style so newcomers
copy it and do not know any better. Maybe.
A different but quite similar situation occurs
where he has no pile-up but still seems
reluctant to send his own call-sign. You tune
across a frequency and hear him come back
with 'TU' with no call-sign. Then silence.
Someone (maybe me) sends '7 - still silence,
then he gives his call-sign. It is his
frequency so why did he not give it right
away? Maybe he is tuning with RIT to be
sure that no-one is already calling him.
Maybe he fears that sending his call-sign
will cause a pile-up to explode that he
cannot handle. Unfortunately we have to
speculate because the Anonymous Contester
never explains to us his reasons for
operating in this bizarre way.
But when this happens and he does
eventually send his call it does seem to be
that in many cases he is from zone 15 or 16.
This is not prejudice - just observation.

complete any contacts until he has
identified. Now that is tempting, is it not? I
bet we have ALL done that at some time or
other.
How Often to Sign?

Let's remember that some contest rules
(some stated explicitly) and licensing
regulations and normally-accepted
operating- practices require identifying
every contact. The details vary but that is
THE WAY IT IS. Would it help perhaps to
explain to Anonymous Contesters that if
they resolutely refuse to sign then at least
they should recognise that the issue is the
length of time that callers are kept waiting
on frequency to find out the call-sign? A
really snappy operator running at 150 an
hour ends a contact each 24 seconds.
Waiting one QSO does not cause much of a
problem. Waiting two QSOs (now about one
minute) begins to irritate. Waiting five
QSOs - two minutes - seems an eternity.
Four minutes (ten QSOs) is simply
outrageous.
So maybe we should not expect perfection
from these people - signing after every QSO
- but should aim for at least some
worthwhile progress. If they could be
persuaded to sign after EVERY OTHER
contact that might be a compromise that
they would accept.

What To Do About It?

Ideally, I'd like to suggest that whenever we
come across someone like this we just tune
off frequency immediately. Then no-one
would call, he would make no contacts and
maybe learn more quickly that he's doing
something wrong. Indeed, this would also
help prevent raised blood-pressure and
reduce the risks of smashed rigs (and broken
fingers!). When casually contesting perhaps
this is what we should do. But when putting
in a serious entry you fear missing
something important so it is hard to make
yourself do it.
Can we explain to them why they are
shooting themselves in the foot? Maybe, but
it would take a long educational programme
and it would need to be done in many
foreign-language magazines.
Should we all constantly QRM his
frequency with 'call?' so that he cannot

The Principle

Sad to say, but the principles seem to count
for much, much less these days. To win at
any cost and to stamp on toes is OK. So the
modern trend is fast downhill and seems
unstoppable. The principle should be clear:
do unto others as you would wish to be done
unto (forgive the paraphrasing). Not to
mention the principle of 'fair-play' and
sticking to the rules. But I am afraid that
may be wishful-thinking these days. Setting
examples of how to operate in the hope that
others will observe and copy also seems to
have little effect.
Need we remind ourselves that licensing
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conditions say something about identifying,
not to mention contest and DXCC rules?
Should contest adjudicators appoint bandSWL-police to monitor and disqualify the
worst offenders? That is another attractive
proposition which will, no doubt, never see
the light of day. Firstly, maybe contest
sponsors could tighten up the rules. RSGB
General Rule 4a says: "A contact consists of
an exchange . . . . and acknowledgement of
receipt of callsigns . . . ". So, are the letters
'TU' on CW or 'Roger' on SSB taken to be
the acknowledgement of both the callsign
and the contest exchange, all in one? Maybe
this is not sufficiently implicit. The 'Sprint'
contests specifically state that BOTH callsigns shall be sent during EVERY contact.
Should we introduce this for all contests?
The vast majority would welcome it. Those

few self-important hot-shots would then
have to comply.
To Conclude

Unfortunately this syndrome will not go
away. It is on a fast upward-trend. Evidently
the adrenaline-rush or self-importance that
goes with being a 'snappy operator'
overcomes rational thought and so these
people will continue to disadvantage
themselves in contests. We can but hope that
they will one day learn that it is so
unnecessary to be unpopular around the
world.
Meanwhile, maybe it is time that contest
sponsors start addressing this modem-day
problem - it is a major source of reduced
contesting enjoyment.

Mike 5 calling DX ?
Geoff Crowley, MM5AHO

In the later part of last century, (doesn't it
seem a long time ago put like that?), the RA
agreed to a proposal to create a new class of
licence, with HF privileges, but restricted to
100Watts. The A/B licence has proved
popular with some, but has been seen as an
unwarranted relaxation of the entry
requirements by others. Without wanting to
get into the question of Morse testing or not,
(there's plenty of that to be read elsewhere),
this article shows a little insight into HF
from the eyes of the M5's.
The first licencees in this new class were on
the air in August 1999. Some had been
struggling with Morse for some time, and
had found themselves unable to get past that
first speed barrier; others had only recently
got into the hobby, and had thought this a
great way to get into the hobby a bit further
and more quickly. Still others were what we
all had thought of as "died in the wool
VHFers", holding G8, and G6 calls.
Whatever their background, this crew of
new entrants to the bands has had a lot of

fun, and some have managed some quite
incredible achievements.
The restriction of 100 Watts to the antenna
isn't too much of a restriction. Many Class
A operators do not have any more, but like
them, the M5's have had to do what all
amateurs should do anyway, erect an
antenna that actually works! After all, if the
QRP brigade can work the world on a few
watts, then surely 100 Watts should also do
the business?
To put some real experience before you, I
polled a few M5's. (Also MM, MW etc),
and was surprised at the feedback. Many
M5's have managed contacts with over 100
countries, some within a week or two of
getting on the air. VK on 80metres is a good
contact in anyone's book, but oh how
exciting when, for years as a listener,
hearing the big guns, with their linears and
four square arrays, loops, even beams, the
contact is actually made in person.
Now that we are approaching a year of M5's
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Yokohama HamFair August 2000

CDXC AGM and Summer Social at G3NUG's QTH 1st July 2000

(Thanks to G3OZF and G4JVG for the photos)

L to R: Taka san JA3IST, Kouji san JQ1HBT, Neville san G3NUG
and Taizo san JA3AER

Kan san JAlBK with Neville san G3NUG
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Friedrichshafen 2000

Bob G3PJT presents a cheque from CDXC, the GM DX Group and
RSGB to Franz DJ9ZB for the combined contribution to
the forthcoming KH5 DXpedition.
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